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High Arctic
Interview by Roger the Shrubber

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
with and what are you most infamous for?
High Arctic: Kalev Mihkel Kaup (vocals, guitar), 
Scott Henderson (six-string bass), Don Chessa 
(four-string bass) and David Houghton (drums). 
We aren’t infamous for anything we can talk 
about.

AU: Give us a brief history of the band, who are 
you and how did you form?
HA: We were originally a three-piece called 
Walrus whose drummer disappeared into the 
Gulf Islands just before a gig. Longtime friend 
Scott Henderson, who was familiar with the 
material, sat in on drums. With no word from 
the Walrus drummer and many gigs lined up, it 
was decided to become a new band. The first 
incarnation of High Arctic was born ten years ago, 
with added second drummer Joel Fernandes. So 
High Arctic was Andy Vanier, Kalev Mihkel Kaup, 
Scott Henderson and Joel Fernandes. After a 
couple of albums, Andy and Joel left to explore 
other opportunities. Scott Henderson moved to 
bass and old time friend John McMIllan joined 
up with second guitar player Jonathan Pulker 
shortly afterward. We recorded Raud and played 
many gigs for a few years, until Jon and John left 
for reasons we can’t speak of at this time. David 
Houghton joined as drummer, having played with 
Mihkel in Crashing into Things and Don Chessa 
was recruited from Golden Hand which both he 
and Mihkel were playing in as well.

AU: Describe your music for us!
HA: Psychedelic surf doom with hints of folk.

AU: What’s new for High Arctic? You guys 
haven’t played a show in a while - are you 
coming out of hibernation this spring?
Mihkel Kaup: I received a heart transplant on 
Halloween/Samhain so last year was a write-off. 
Last year was a tough year, the music has always 
been on my mind, so it’s great to get back up and 
feel better than I have in a long while, and get 
back to practices and setting up shows. Our first 
show in over a year is coming up on March 30th at 
Wheelies with King Ox.

AU: Tell us about your upcoming show at 
Wheelies! What can we expect to see? 
HA: Expect a bunch of new songs, smoke and 

lasers. We’re 
excited to 
dust ourselves 
off.

AU: What 
does a live 
High Arctic 
show look 
like?
HA: Lots of 
facial hair. 
Like an old 
folks’ home 
for bikers.

AU: What 
does 2019 
hold for you 
as a band? 
Will you be 
recording 

new tunes? Touring?
HA: Recording our new record. It’s called False 
Passage. We’ll be playing more shows and setting 
up some tour dates.

AU: What are your goals for the future of the 
band? Any dream gigs or tours?
Scott Henderson: To play Tallin, Estonia, and add 
more bass players. 

David Houghton: Erect three totem poles. 

HA: What lies behind us and what lies before us 
are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.

AU: What other musical projects are your band 
members involved in?
HA: Kalev Mihkel Kaup is a contributor to Crashing 
into Things and cloaked member of retired band 
Golden Hand. Scott Henderson plays in Skid 
Marxists, Peoples War and is sometime player 
with David P Smith. Don Chessa plays in Scars and 
Scarves/Teenage Violets and is also a member of 
retired act Golden Hand. David Houghton also 
plays drums in Crashing into Things.

AU: How’s the 
Victoria music 
scene right now, 
any new bands you’re particularly stoked on?
Mihkel: I’m excited to see Crematory Ash. 
Everything I’ve heard about them sounds wicked.

Scott: Just saw Flawed Hearts, they had a vibe 
of early Talking Heads in their songs that really 
caught my attention. 

AU: What else should we know about you as a 
band?
HA: We are all music nerds. We have a ten-string 

bass section. We have no tattoos and have the 
persistence of mustard gas. We can confirm that 
3/4 of us have never eaten testicles.

AU: Any final words for our readers?
HA: We must not cease from exploration and the 
end of all of our exploring will be to arrive where 
we began and to know the place for the first time.

higharctic.bandcamp.com
PHOTO CREDIT: Scott Bennett

victoria’s locals only
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Hexripper
Interview by Willow Gamberg

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking to 
and what are you most infamous for?
Kyle Harcott: I’m Kyle, I yell shit for Hexripper, and 
I’m most infamous for formerly playing drums 
in bands you never heard of, and for writing for 
a buncha metal mags you never heard of, either 
(although I did once sit down with Lemmy in an 
interview for Absolute Underground way back 
when). I also host a podcast called “That’s When 
I Became A Metalhead,” which you oughta check 
out sometime.

AU: Give us a brief history of Hexripper, who 
are you and how did you form? 
KH: I met our drummer Mule in 2010, as he and I 
both wrote for a metal website called Hellbound.
ca. In 2016, he introduced me to Sox & Master, 
the guitar-slinging brothers he’d been playing 
in bands with since they were all in their teens. 
I was still playing drums in a band called Device 
at that point, but when that band broke up in 
2017, I realized wanted to step out from behind 
the drum kit and try my hand fronting whatever 
band I joined next. So I called up Sox, and he and 
I started jamming Motörhead and Venom covers 
together, and then Cline came on board on bass, 

and then eventually Mule and Master rounded 
out the lineup on drums and lead guitar. Shortly 
after the lineup solidified around the five of us, we 
christened the band Hexripper. 

AU: Can you describe your music for those of 
us who’ve never heard it?
KH: We are five jamokes playing our version of 
Motörhead rolling Venom for their lunch money, 
while somebody in the vicinity jams Mercyful 
Fate guitar harmonies on one of those cheap KISS 
handheld transistor radios from the 70s. 

AU: Tell us about Another Perfect Day festival! 
What’s it all about, and what are you most 
looking forward to?
KH: APD is the brainchild of Sheldon from 
RoadRash. He’s put together a killer lineup for 
April 20th, headlined by The Mighty Thor, and 
rounded out by nine other bands who worship 
old school heavy metal. There’s something 
for everyone on that bill - provided you’re a 
headbanger. Hexripper is extremely proud to 
have been handpicked to take part in the lineup. 

In addition to Thor, RoadRash, and us, you get 
a day’s worth of badass old school heavy metal 
from the likes of Villain (Toronto), Time Rift 
(Portland), Soul Grinder (Portland), Decadence 
(Vancouver), Kömmand (Seattle), Sandstorm 
(Vancouver), and Damsel (Vancouver). It’s going 
to be a seriously kickass day, and for $20 a ticket, 

you’re a dumbass 
if you let yourself 
miss out on this. 
Personally, I’m looking forward to every single 
band on the bill, I think the lineup is solid gold. 
But, I must admit - I first heard Thor’s Keep The 
Dogs Away record when I was four years old. My 
older cousins had that album and would play it 
on a regular basis, alongside albums by KISS and 
Alice Cooper, and all of those records were where 
I got my earliest metal education – so, truly, to 
share a stage with The Mighty Thor is kinda full-
circle -and a huge point of pride- for me. 

AU: What else is the band up to, currently? Any 
new material in the works? Any plans to tour?
KH: After spending the back half of 2018 
rehearsing and writing, our plans for 2019 are to 
try and play locally a whole bunch so people can 
get a taste of what we have to offer. We’ve been 
recording our rehearsals and occasionally put 
them out as demos (you can hear some at our 
bandcamp page), but we’re talking about getting 
into a studio and making a proper album. Perhaps 
this summer. 

AU: What can we expect to see at a live 
Hexripper show?
KH: Straight-up old school heavy metal, no 
bullshit. 

AU: What are your thoughts about the 
Vancouver scene? Any up and coming bands 
you’re stoked about? Favourite venues?
KH: Vancouver has always had a healthy metal 
scene, and it seems like the time is right to 
recapture some of that old school vibe again. 

There are a lot of good bands out there right 
now, and the venues that really support metal, 
few though they may be in an age of ongoing 
gentrification, REALLY support the scene. When I 
see dudes like the RoadRash boys flying the flag 
for old school heavy metal, and bringing to light 
bands like the ones playing APD, it brings pride 
and joy to my metal heart, and I’m proud as all 
hell to be a part of it.

The real ones know: Heavy metal was never 
designed to be something you only listened to 
until you finished college and then “grew out of it,” 
this shit is for the lifers. We have a song about this; 
an homage to being a lifer in the metal army. That 
shit needed an ode, so we wrote one. 

AU: What are your goals for the future of 
Hexripper?
KH: Keep playing shows, record a proper studio 
album, and write more songs about Satan, 
werewolves, witches, or satanic werewolf-witches. 

AU: What should we know about you as a 
group that we don’t already?
KH: I’ve been sworn by blood oath never to tell.

AU: Any final words for our readers?
KH: Thanks Absolute Underground! Come bang 
your heads with us at SBC on April 20th! 

https://hexripper.bandcamp.com/
https://soundcloud.com/kyleantivenin
PHOTO CREDIT: Keith Clark

vancouver vengeance

Premier Vapour Lounge - Heady Local Glass - Dabbing Gear & Bar - Craft Marijuana

NEW LOCATIONS OPENING ACROSS CANADA!

TORONTO, ONTARIO
801 Queen Street West       
711 Queen Street East        
365 King Street West          
1184 Eglinton Ave West       
461 Church Street              

VANCOUVER, BC
307 W. Hastings Street
512 Beatty Street                  
1674 Davie Street                 

 
PORT COQUITLAM, BC

2818 Shaughnessy Street     

HAPPY 420!!!
Keeping BC green since 1987

www.MrFertilizer.ca
facebook.com/HydroponicStore

9 Burnside Rd. W,
Victoria, BC  V9A 1B2

Mr.FertilizerVictoria@gmail.com

Phone   (250) 381-4644
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Gone Cosmic
Interview by AU Editorial

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
with and what are you most infamous for?
Darty: Darty here from Gone Cosmic. I would 
say that we are most infamous for combining a 
wide variety of musical influences into a cosmic 
swirl that results in a heavy sonic psychedelic 
experience!

AU: Give us a brief history of the band, who are 
you and how did you from?
Darty: Marcello, Brett, and I met in Calgary in 
2010 when Marcello recorded my other project, 
Chron Goblin’s first EP. We became great friends 
and would have heavy psychedelic jam sessions 
over the years but didn’t formalize anything until 
2018. At that time we decided to write an album 
and began searching for a singer. After a year of 
jamming and hosting auditions for a vocalist, we 
were introduced to Abbie Thurgood who upon 
her first audition, we immediately knew she was 
the perfect fit for the project.  

AU: Can you describe your music for those of 
us who’ve never heard it?

Darty: We were 
recently described in 
an interview as, “Where 
the beautiful and the 
brutal collide- it’s as 
if Mastodon and Pink 
Floyd had a love child 
that was raised by 
Janis Joplin and grew 
up listening to Black 
Sabbath.”

AU: You are poised to release your debut 
album, is that correct? Tell us about it! What 
can we expect to hear?
Darty: Our debut album Sideways In Time comes 
out April 12 on Kozmik Artifactz Records! It 
was recorded over nine days at OCL Studios 
where we spent all day and night writing, 
creating, and definitely partying! Each member 
has a vast history of playing music in different 
projects that vary in style and genre. Combining 
our experience with such a diverse range of 
musical influences really helps us form what 
we think is a very unique sound on this album. 
There are elements of blues, soul, prog, heavy 
metal, psychedelia, and stoner rock, all forged 
together to create our version of ‘heavy psych’. 

It’s full of twists and turns, all while 
maintaining a solid groove you can 
bang your head to and powerful 
vocals you can croon along with.

AU: Does the album explore any particular 
themes or topics?
Darty: Sideways In Time focuses on the 
never-ending push and pull of decisions and 
consciousness. Exploring the effects of outside 
influences and really putting to light the concept 
that our minds controls us, but we don’t and 
won’t ever have complete control of our minds. 
Sideways In Time was written/composed to 
stimulate senses and guide you on a galactic 
journey.

AU: You released one song, “Deadlock,” already 
via The Obelisk, how has the reception been 
so far?
Darty: The response has been fantastic and we 
immediately started receiving advanced album 
orders from countries all over the world including 
the USA, Japan, and Switzerland. We’ve received 
some great feedback from both fans and our 
peers in the music industry. 

AU: You’re heading out on tour this spring, tell 
us about that! Any cities you’re particularly 
looking forward to playing?
Darty: We are stoked to take this album on the 
road! We’ve never played any of these cities 
before with Gone Cosmic and can’t wait to have 
some adventures and share our music! We’re 
probably most excited about Vancouver and 
Victoria, as we don’t get to visit those cities very 
often and getting the opportunity to have a drink 
and a toke on the beach by the ocean is very 
special to us – it’s something we don’t get to do 
in Calgary!

AU: What can audiences expect to see at a live 
Gone Cosmic show?
Darty: Everyone in the band is bursting at the 
seams during our set - it’s high octane chaos, 
driven by a thousand horsepower engine ready 
to explode into a million pieces of intergalactic 
space dust. We’ve played 14 shows so far, but 
have many more coming up with the album 

release tour.

AU: What are your plans for the rest of the 
year? Any more tours in the works?
Darty: We are currently in talks with a few 
promoters in Europe to hopefully get our asses 
across the pond to spread our sonic ear candy to 
that side of the globe. Aside from that, the focus 
remains on writing the second album and most 
likely some more Canadian dates in the fall. 

AU: What are your hopes for the future of the 
band, any long term goals?
Darty: We already have three new tracks for our 
second album written, and we hope to be back 
in the studio in early 2020 to record the follow up 
album. Better livin’ fast than dying slowly! 
Our main long term goals would be to keep 
producing music and do more touring, both in 
Canada and internationally. 

AU: What should we know about you that we 
don’t already?
Darty: Each member has a vast experience in 
other musical projects – Marcello (Witchstone, 
Funkensheist), Abbie (The Torchettes), Brett 
and myself (Chron Goblin) – these musical 
backgrounds really add to the diverse sound of 
the band.

We are also super spoiled to have Marcello in the 
band as he has previously worked as a recording 
engineer and is an amazing chef – two great 
characteristics for a member of your band to have, 
that come in handy all the time!

AU: Any final words for our readers?
Darty: Think for yourself, do what feels right, and 
live your best damn life! Also….worship Black 
Sabbath!

gonecosmic.bandcamp.com

PHOTO CREDIT: Mario Montes

calgary carnage

Championed by a soaring songstress Abbie Thurgood  
(The Torchettes), whose boldly evocative tones recall  
Skunk Anansie chanteuse Skin and Alabama Shakes’  
Brittany Howard, and accompanied by an agile and 
aggressive psych-rock outfit, composed of guitarist  
Devin “Darty” Purdy (Chron Goblin), bass player Brett 
Whittingham (Chron Goblin), percussionist Marcello 
Castronuovo (Witchstone), Gone Cosmic has carved out an 
expansive domain that stretches from sweltering Southern 
sludge pits to breath-stealing sonic spacewalks.

A blood (orange)-scented breeze that bows the trees,  
Gone Cosmic chases the infinite haze from the skies and 
puts it right back in your eyes. Groove-mining breakdowns 
become the stuff of legend as the four pieces’ floor-thudding 
tail kick and hellfire halo holler originates a whole that is far 
more potent than the sum of its individual elements. Meet 
your new astromancers, the phase-shifting and hard-rocking 
force that channels the empyreal sounds of heaven on Earth.  

- Christine Leonard  (Beatroute AB, Canada)

ALBUM LINK  BIT.LY/2EAABUP

Sideways In Time, the debut album from  
Gone Cosmic, was recorded in September 2018 
at OCL Studios. Produced, recorded and mixed 
by Josh Rob Gwilliam, Sideways In Time is a 
diverse and ambitious first release navigating 
the celestial highs and primordial lows of 
gravity-defying anthems. Hypnotic psych-rock 
pulses meet electromagnetic solar-powered 
soul on feature tracks such as pummeller 
‘Deadlock’, galactic trip ‘Misfit Wasted’,  
and interstellar odyssey ‘Faded Release’. 

Gone Cosmic
SIDEWAYS IN TIME

@GONECOSMIC

GONECOSMIC

@GONECOSMICBAND

CONTACT: GONECOSMICBAND@GMAIL.COM
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Western Death
Interview by AU Editorial 

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
with and what are you most infamous for?
Jeff Vanden Elzen: Greetings from Medicine Hat, 
AB. Not exactly infamous, but this is Jeff Vanden 
Elzen and I am the bassist of Western Death.

AU: Give us a brief history of the band, who are 
you and how did you form?
JVE: Bunch of older, random guys who hadn’t 
played together or at all for a long time and 
still had amps and instruments got together for 
a night just for fun. Wrote a few songs, didn’t 
have a singer, it was fun, and we kept doing that 
for almost a year. Really came together quickly 
when we had Jim Rissling come aboard to sing. 
Replaced the drummer and next thing you know 
we had eight songs. Decided to record them with 
Jeff Barrett, local musician/producer and from 
there we figured we might as well play a show. It 
was basically all an accident, but we released an 
independent CD, then a split record with Reckless 
Heroes from Calgary, played a bunch of shows, 

and it’s pretty much 
been way more fun 
than we ever expected, 
so we’re carrying on like 
we planned this all from 
the start, which we 
didn’t, haha! 

AU: Describe your 
music for those of us 
who’ve never heard it? 
JVE: Slightly more 
punk than metal, but we do seem to stand out 
a bit within the hardcore punk scene. Basically, 
we’re mostly heavy and fast, and yet sometimes 
we’re fast and then heavy. Depends what you’re 
comparing it to, mostly.

AU: You released a new album this month, 
congratulations! What can you tell us about it, 
musically speaking?
JVE: Our new full length is titled Sick Century. 
The vinyl has been released by our pal Bart at 
Wasted Wax Records. Musically, it’s eleven tracks 
of original material composed over the last 
two years.  Nice progression from our previous 
albums, in my opinion anyways. Tyler Falk did 
everything from recording to mastering, and the 
quality is a considerable improvement on earlier 

recordings. I’m super proud of this record, 
that’s for sure.

AU: Does the new album explore any 
particular themes or topics?
JVE: I think we’re mostly celebrating negativity, 
which is appealing us anyways. We were able to 
use art from our friend Lyle Schultz from Victoria, 
BC. I feel like his crazy art style fits the dark 
themes and the music. We benefit much more 
from the association, but hey, he’s a really great 
guy, and a hell of a talented artist.

AU: When can we see the album performed 
live? Will you be 
touring to support 
it this summer?
JVE: So far we did 
some release shows 
in Alberta that went 
really well. This isn’t 
exactly a full-time gig 
for us at the moment, 
so we’re more into 
doing a few shows 
on certain weekends 
when we can. The 
thrill for me is getting 
to play shows with 
some of my favourite 
bands like SNFU, 

Mandible Klaw, Motherfuckers, Herd of Waster, 
Total Wolf, and lots of other great bands like that. 
Calgary Beer Core has been great to us, also.  
We’re planning to push ourselves out of Alberta, 
looking at doing shows from Victoria to Winnipeg. 
That’s the plan, anyway!

AU: What can we expect to see at a live Western 
Death show? What do you hope audiences take 
away from your performance?
JVE: We’re probably not the flashiest of bands, but 
it’s fairly fast and intense music for us at our skill 
level. Basically, sweaty old dudes givin’er. One of 
the best compliments I’ve had was some younger 
punk guys who told us they were about to leave 
the show and come back because they didn’t 

think we’d be very good, then saw the first song 
and they were blown away, so that kind of thing is 
always fun to hear about.

AU: What else does 2019 have in store for you 
as a band? Further recording? Music videos?
JVE: Releasing an album is a funny thing. By 
the time it’s out I’m already tired of it and want 
to move on but that’s not really how it works, 
I guess? Planning to play lots of shows, and 
we’re writing new material and hoping to get 
it recorded this fall. So far, new material keeps 
getting better so we might as well keep moving 
forward. I love playing with the guys in this band 
and the whole thing is always an adventure. 
We decided to release songs on YouTube with 
accompanying art as three singles for this album.  
Maybe if we have a bunch of good live video, we’ll 
make something with it, but videos are not really 
a huge priority for us.

AU: What’s the scene like in Medicine Hat?
JVE: To me it seems like there’s a bit of a 
resurgence of original heavy and fast music on 
the rise in Alberta. Our shows have been well-
attended and that’s been a great thing for us and 
for the bands we bring in for local shows. Total 
Wolf in particular is a really great Medicine Hat 
band and we like to play with them as much as 
possible.

AU: Any final words for our readers?
JVE: Please check out Lyle Schultz’s art at 
lyleschultzart.com and Western Death on 
youtube and wastedwaxrecords.com. Absolute 
Underground is one of my favourite magazines, so 
it’s a huge thrill to be included in an issue.

facebook.com/Westerndeath/
westerndeathkills.bandcamp.com/

medicine hate
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Hit The Streets
Interview by Roger the Shrubber
Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
with and what are you most infamous for? 
Steve: I’m Steve from Hit The Streets. During our 
most recent set at the Mercury, the bass cab I 
was playing caught on fire in the middle of our 
set. Not the amp, but the speaker itself caught 
on fire.  That was an interesting moment. Shout 
out to Ancient Pig – hey, hope you got that cab 
replaced OK! I’m also known for breaking a lot of 
bass strings. 

AU: Give us a brief history of the band, how did 
you form and what are you all about? 
Steve: At some point in the winter of 2018, Piper 
(guitar) became possessed by a skull chain which 
he purchased from a lunatic on the streets of 
Mexico City. As the skull chain took control of 
his actions he decided to assemble a band that 
could possibly channel its powers. The result was 
Hit The Streets. Our mantra is simple, all hail skull 
chain, crush creeps, and always pack an extra 
TWO beer for the walk.

AU: You’re releasing a new album in May, tell 
us about it! What can we expect to hear? 
Steve: Crush cans, crush creeps, don’t trust rats, 
don’t give up, and don’t try too hard.

AU: Does the album explore any particular 
themes or topics? 

Steve: For sure. Our theme 
song, “Hit The Streets,” 
bookends the album 
and it probably sums up 
the topics pretty well. 
Going out and hitting 
the streets just looking 
for something to do and 
the inevitable walk home 
when the creeps and the 
rats are lurking in the 
dark. Of course, there’s 
some heartbreak songs 
too, because there aren’t 
enough of those yet!

AU: Tell us about the record release party! Why 
should everyone check it out if they can? 
Steve: We got a great set lined up with The 
Extroverts – Regina’s original punk band – these 
guys got started in ‘79. So it will be a pleasure to 
hear them play again and share the sonic turf. 

AU: Where can we find copies of your new 
album? 
Steve: We will be touring with limited edition 10” 
of the new album, plus it will be on all streaming 
services May 5th and on hitthestreets.bandcamp.
com

AU: What else does 2019 have in store for Hit 
The Streets? Will you be touring to support the 
new release?
Steve: So far we just have a brief run to promote 
the album coming up in May. These dates are: 
May 3rd in Regina, May 4th in Winnipeg, May 
10th in Saskatoon, and May 11th in Edmonton. 
All further details of these shows can be found on 
our social media. We also hope to line up some 
festival dates as well as shoot a music video. 

AU: Besides the record release, when can we 
see you play next? What can we expect to 
experience at your live show? 
Steve: We are playing a fundraiser show at the 
German Club on April 26th here in town. It’s called 
Half-Halloween and features local un-famous 
bands performing as not local famous bands. Hit 

The Streets will be performing as Dead Moon, 
one of our all-time favourite groups and a huge 
influence on the sound we are going for. So that’ll 
be fun! You will see something break. I guarantee 
it. We’re cursed. 

AU: What’s happening in Regina these days 
music-wise? Any favourite groups we should 
check out? 
Steve: Regina is popping at the seams with new 
music. We are coming up on the second or third 
year of SwampFest, which is a new festival that 
takes place on a variety of venues in Regina, 
including the outdoors on Willow Island. My 
favourite local acts are Pop Pop Vernac, Trash 
Hawks, Snake River, The Steves and Wolf Willow.

AU: What should we know about you that we 
don’t already? 
Steve: There’s a skull chain in all of us, you just 
gotta let it out.

AU: Any final words for our readers? 
Steve: Check out our self-titled record - out May 
3rd! 

facebook.com/HitTheStreets/
PHOTO CREDIT: Quentin Friesen

regina rage
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Dizzy Mystics
Interview by AU Editorial 

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking to 
and what are you most infamous for?
Kyle Halldorson: This is Kyle Halldorson. Singest 
and guitarer of Dizzy Mystics.

AU: Give us a brief history of the band, who are 
you and how did you form?
KH: Brief eh? Dizzy Mystics started as a batch of 
songs that had been stewing for years after my 
first band ended. After attending Mid-Ocean 
School of Media Arts in Winnipeg for my Audio 
Technician certificate (where I met guitarist Alex 
Joyal), I went ahead and home recorded said 
songs (album). I wrangled up Alex, drummer 
Jeff Laird (after meeting him at a jam night), and 
bassist Aaron Bacon with the decent sounding 
demo. The album has since been completed via 
mixing at Private Ear Recording (John Paul Peters) 

in Winnipeg, and mastered at Resonant Mastering 
(Ed Brooks) in Seattle. We’ve been playing live 
and touring since our first show in the summer 
of 2017.

AU: Can you describe your music for us?
KH: For me it’s allowing the exploration of any 
influence from any genre, with rock instruments. 
We just title it, “psychedelic/progressive hard 
rock,” or “eccentric, genre-promiscuous hard rock.”

AU: What’s new in the Dizzy Mystics camp, 
what’s coming up for you guys? Are you 
recording or touring this year?
KH: The album is set for release early May. Music 
vids leading up to that. We’ll be on tour through 

Ontario again in 
late April into early 
May. Part of that 
tour will be playing 
and taking part in Canadian Music Week, Toronto. 
Hometown (Winnipeg) shows in the works after 
that. Going back west. All things good.

AU: What can we expect to see at your live 
show? What do you hope audiences take away 
from your performance?
KH: Energy and honesty. Sweat and involuntary 
funny faces. I hope people are immersed whether 
they visibly display it or not. We appreciate any 
reaction as it takes attention to react.

AU: Where can we see you play live next?
KH: March 29th at the Dog Pound (Winnipeg), 
April 12th at the Goodwill (Winnipeg), April 20th 
at The Windsor (Winnipeg), April 26th at Crocks 
(Thunder Bay), May 2nd at Piranha Bar (Montreal), 

May 3rd at Mavericks (Ottawa), May 4th at The 
Townehouse (Sudbury), and Canadian Music 
Week in Toronto between May 6th to 12th.

AU: You’ve toured Canada in the past, correct? 
Any good stories from the road? Favorite cities 
to play?
KH: We’ve been through a bit of Alberta and 
Ontario. Funniest story so far was Medicine Hat, 
Alberta. Our first tour, and we set out with it all 
planned ahead of time so that Jeff (our drummer) 
could use the main components of another 
band’s kit each night. This night, the drummer 
providing Jeff his kit was fired or quit THAT DAY. 
We show up to the venue and see the first band’s 

drummer mounting his floor tom on a chair, so 
there’s the first example of the night. Best places 
were Edmonton, Red Deer, Thunder Bay, Toronto, 
Guelph and Sudbury.

AU: Where have you not played yet that you’ve 
always wanted to?
KH: All the places. Across our continent would be 
swell. Australia seems like a musical dream island 
for me and I can’t wait to play there. Europe of 
course, Asia. I digress... all the places.

AU: Are you all part of other musical projects? 
Anything you’d like to tell us about?
KH: I’m also playing in The Gerry Hatricks, a 
progressive folk rock band with my sister and 
a couple longtime friends. Alex is currently 
recording his own album under the project name 
Bloodlyne (tech/prog metal). Aaron also plays in 
Aphelion (instrumental tech metal). Jeff also plays 
in the Patrick Alexandre Trio (roots/blues/rock 
and roll). 

AU: What else should we know about you as a 
band that we don’t already?
KH: This is only the beginning, and beyond this 
debut album there is much more being worked 
on as we speak.

AU: Any final words for our readers?
KH: If you like what you hear, what ever band or 
artist it is, subscribe, buy the music, the shirt, or 
the concert ticket. None of this is possible without 
the passion of the listener.

Much more to come from Dizzy Mystics. 
Wanderlost is out early May! The first three singles 
are out on our Bandcamp, CD Baby, YouTube, all 
that cyber jazz. Thanks for all the love. Hugs and 
keeeses.

dizzymystics.bandcamp.com/
facebook.com/dizzymystics/
PHOTO CEDIT: Lindsey Sturgeon

wretched winnipeg
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Planet Smashers
Interview by Roger the Shrubber
Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
with and what are you most infamous for?
Matt Smasher: Ska guitars and breaking my neck 
in the green room!

AU: Give us a brief history of the band, who are 
you and how did you form?
MS: The Smashers formed in 1994, me and Ceco 
(original bass player) were at school and that 
was killing us, so we thought it was time to make 
a band. Granted, we couldn’t actually play our 
instruments, nor could Dave (he started the band 
on drums and moved over to bass after Ceco 
left) but that didn’t seem to matter. We found a 
couple killer horn players from McGill’s school 
of music that knew what they were doing, they 
pretty much carried the Smashers for the first 
year or two. Our first album was recorded on 
a 12-track that was busted, so it was 11, really. 
Drums recorded last. I found out that I was the 
lead singer for the band half way through the 
recording…. And they shot down all my golden 
ideas. I remember saying, “Do I really have to say 
‘pee’? Can’t I say piss instead?” They said no. 

AU: You’re about to release your ninth full-
length, congratulations! What can we expect 
to hear when we check it out? How does it 
compare with your past releases?
MS: It’s our best record EVER! But seriously, I’m 
really proud of it. The sucker took longer to 
complete than I thought it would… and it’s 

surprisingly good! Dave wrote some bangers, 
so did Scott and Patirizo, and the horn-bags 
blanketed the album with hooky shit. Rod Shearer 
engineered the album, he did Mighty for us, so 
it was great to get back into the studio with him 
spinning the dials. 14 ska tracks, to boot! It comes 
out May 10th!

AU: Does the album explore any particular 
themes or topics?
MS: We wrote a song about me breaking my neck, 
it’s called “Break my Neck”! And a song called 
“Brain Freeze,” it’s about eating too much ice 
cream. It’s deep. The rest of the tunes are about 
being relatively sincere and somewhat concerned 
ska nerds. 

AU: You’re taking this party across Canada and 
the US and back this spring... what cities are 
you most stoked to play? Any places you’ll be 
playing for the first time?
MS: I’m excited about all the shows! From Buffalo 
to Vancouver and Chicago to Quebec City, it really 
doesn’t matter to me. I’m going to have a good 
time at all of them, and it’ll be great to see our old 
touring friends and make new ones. Stoked!

AU: What does life on the road look like with 
Planet Smashers? What’s the craziest thing 
that’s ever happened on tour?
MS: We travel together in a minivan, it’s 
embarrassing! But man oh man, do we ever 
save dollars. Sadly, we might have to get a new 
E350 and slap a trailer on the back. Almost every 
day something crazy happens, it’s normally 
something observed and then becomes subject 
to our editorial exaggerations… like the time we 
were in Madrid and…

AU: What’s your essential tour survival kit?
MS: Take nothing personally. Roll down the 
window as required. Keep your stick on the ice. 
Don’t be an asshole.

AU: What does a live Planet Smashers show 
look and sound like? What can we expect to 
see when we come see you play?
MS: Dance party! We dance. People dance. Good 
times. Lots of drinking. Lots of smiling and 

laughing. You will have 
a very hard time not 
having fun at one of our 
shows.

AU: What’s next for you as a band? Any more 
touring or recording plans for 2019?
MS: We have a few videos to finish up for “Too 
Much Information” and “Can’t Stop.” And we’re 
shooting a third in April for “Break My Neck.” We 
intend to make more too, I’d love to see one for 
“Aim High” and “Brain Freeze,” who knows?

On the show front, we have a slough of festivals 
this summer, Europe is in the plans, and there’s 
more US shows to come too!

AU: What should we know about you that we 

don’t already?
MS: I can’t turn left on stage. Dave likes Skittles 
again. Scotty is actually spelt ska-t. Patrizio loves 
ska. Al loves that Patrizio loves ska. P-tay has a 
baby bird living in his beard. 

AU: Any final words for our readers?
MS: Keep supporting cool magazines like this one!

https://planetsmashers.bandcamp.com/
PHOTO CREDIT: Jen Arnold
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Hell, Horror, and 
Heavy Metal 
In the 80s
By Vince D’Amato

After holding a personal Wes 
Craven retrospective last year 
during the Halloween season, 
it suddenly struck me just how 
many nightmare-logic and 
dream scenarios he’d utilized 
as foundational plot-triggers as 
significant and important segues 
within his cinematic repertoire 
– of course, I’m talking beyond 
the obvious Nightmare on Elm 
Street, Nightmare on Elm Street 3: 
Dream Warriors and the final cap-
off (and minor masterpiece, in my opinion), Wes 
Craven’s New Nightmare. Dreams and nightmares 
play a huge and crucial part in so much of Wes 
Craven’s storytelling; with prevalence in Serpent 
and the Rainbow and Shocker specifically, but 
the themes of dreams and nightmares pop up 
a lot in his films. To 
add to Wes Craven’s 
cinematic labyrinth 
of dreamworks, he 
often – I want to say 
always – weaves in 
visions of the afterlife; 
spirits both good 
and evil; into his 
nightmare-based 
fiction. Expanding 
on this, most horror 
films certainly 
utilize dreams and 
nightmares as 
something of a plot 
gateway for the 
spirit worlds to enter 
into their stories – Jacob’s Ladder (1990), Angel 
Heart (1987), Lords of Salem (2012) to give a 
few examples, although there are undoubtedly 
dozens of examples of this. Here, then, was 
what this article was initially going to explore 
– however, the further I delved into the likes of 
Wes Craven’s Shocker, I was struck by something 

else, something that was 
really uniquely out of the 
culture of the 80s – the 
hard rock and commercial 
heavy metal soundtracks 
that accompanied these 
nightmare-based horror 
films...

I haven’t delved into the 
actual history of who or 
what film actually started 
this trend – which did bleed 
into the early nineties – but 
I can say with confidence 
that this was epitomized 
by Wes Craven’s Shocker in 
1989. This was preceded 
by the Wes Craven-written 

Nightmare on Elm Street 3, where Dokken had 
been hired to belt out the 
titular track, “Dream Warriors,” 
which also appeared on their 
1987 album Back for the Attack; 
and by the heavily re-cut Dario 
Argento horror film Creepers, 

which boasted a 
soundtrack provided 
in separate parts 
by Iron Maiden, 
Andi Sex Gang, 
and Motorhead. 
While Argento was 
no stranger to the 
effectiveness of 
pulse-pounding soundtracks, which 
were usually provided to Argento’s 
films by frequent collaborators Goblin, 
this was the first time he’s used songs 
by various artists to underscore his 
scenes of horror – and fitting into the 
supernatural horror canon of the 1980s, 

Creepers (more so in its original cut as Phenomena) 
also integrated lengthy dream and sleepwalking 
sequences as part of its phantasmagorical 
plot. Film critics negatively questioned the 
effectiveness of Argento’s use of the heavy metal 
tracks in this horror film, but the director stood 

by the decision, completely disagreeing with the 
reviews, at some points even argumentatively 
so. Likely, Creepers is one of the earliest examples 
of the use of heavy metal and hard rock tracks 
as part of a horror film’s actual soundscape, 
four years before the idea was popularized (and 
strategically commercialized) by Wes Craven’s 

Shocker. 
The Shocker 
soundtrack 
album has 
maintained a 
noticeable cult following and is 
still sought after all these years 
later – but when big budget 
action films started to get in on 
this idea in the later-nineties (like 
the Schwarzenegger box office 
bomb The Last Action Hero), the 
whole thing fell out of fashion 
a bit – especially as films like 
(ironically) Wes Craven’s Scream 
(1996) and I Know What You Did 
Last Summer (1997) were starting 
to use the whole concept of a 
soundtrack album as part of 

the film studios’ aggressive 
cross-marketing of the movie; 
the horror soundtracks were 
suddenly no longer very 
inspired. Unfortunately, by the 
time the Clive Barker franchise 
Hellraiser climbed aboard this 
heavy metal/horror train with 
Anthony Hickox’s Hellraiser 
III in 1992, replacing original 
composer Christopher Young’s 
amazing 
music 
from the 
first film 

with a then-trendy hard rock/
heavy metal soundtrack 
(which included the killer 
Ozzy Osbourne/Motorhead 
track “Hellraiser”), the 
lines between tangible 
musical inspiration and 
Hollywood marketing gimmickery had gone 
past the blurry stage and was fully leaning into 
the realm of cross-marketable product. The 
artistic motivations behind the blending of 
horror and hard rock that had brought us the 
pop-culture delights of Shocker only three years 
before was already disappearing in the rearview 
mirrors of Hollywood studios’ marketing teams. 
Ironically, the whole idea of marketable movie 
soundtracks would be completely renewed into 
an even more lucrative 
commercial endeavor 
during the early-nineties 
music revolution when the 
grunge movement came in 
to replace the popularity of 
heavy metal in the nineties; 
specifically with Cameron 
Crowe ‘s celebratory Gen-X 
movie Singles (also 1992). 

While these classic horror films, Creepers 
(Phenomena), Nightmare on Elm Street 3, Shocker, 
and Hellraiser III implemented and utilized 
heavy metal and hard rock as their underlying 
collaborative elements, we can’t forget that other 
horror films of the 1980s canon had actually used 
heavy mental acts as part of their entire cinematic 
concept – Trick or Treat (1986, and directed by 
Starman actor Charles Martin Smith), Rocktober, 
Rock ‘N Roll Nightmare, and my personal favourite, 
Canada’s own Black Roses, which featured 

members of the 1980s Black Sabbath lineup as 
part of the fictional metal band in the film who 
are bringing Satan to town in order to grab the 
souls of the residents of a charming Canadian 
suburb. Hard rocker Alice Cooper had plenty to do 
with this as well; Cooper has always incorporated 
shock and horror into his live performances, 
making his act something of a musical grand 
guignol. In turn, when director John Carpenter 
became personally acquainted with the musician 
through their mutual friend, agent/executive 

producer Shep Gordon (producer of 
They Live, Shocker, Prince of Darkness, 
The People Under the Stairs, and John 
Carpenter’s remake of Village of 
the Damned), he turned to Cooper 
for advice on how to stab a bicycle 
frame through one of the actors’ 
torsos in Prince of Darkness, as Alice 
Cooper had been performing a trick 
during his live performances around 
that time in which he stabbed his 

microphone stand through one of his musicians 
on stage. Cooper, a longtime self-admitted horror 
fan, also appeared as a featured character in 
Carpenter’s Prince of Darkness, and a few years 
later as Freddy Krueger’s on-screen dad in Freddy’s 
Dead: The Final Nightmare. Cooper also provided 
the feature track for Friday the 13th Part VI: Jason 
Lives, “He’s Back: The Man Behind the Mask,” which 
simultaneously appeared on Cooper’s 1986 post-
rehab comeback album Constrictor, and which 
then launched him back into the same hard rock 

arena as the huge stadium-rock 
bands of that era. Alice Cooper’s 
legendary shock rocker status 
was cemented with 1989’s 
Trash, which was produced by 
Desmond Child, who had also 
been in charge of the Shocker 
soundtrack, as well as having 
produced and/or written or co-
written some of the most iconic 

songs from KISS, Bon Jovi, Joan Jett, Scorpions, 
Ratt, Meat Loaf, Aerosmith, and later on in his 
career, even Katy Perry. Child was inducted 
into the Songwriters Hall of Fame in 2008. In 
the meantime, while it’s admittedly not the 
marketable collaboration it once was a couple of 
decades ago, and albeit partially through the lens 
of nostalgia, horror and heavy metal continue to 
go together like bacon and eggs. 

https://darksidereleasing.com

Absolute Horror
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Retaining Women and 
Minorities’ Share of the 
Edible Market in Canada
By Jacqueline Kittel
In the past few days, I have spoken to several 
women cannabis industry members to address 

how policy makers can 
help women and minorities 
retain their existing share 
of the cannabis industry 
in Canada. Based on the 
information collected, 
the biggest obstacle 
women face in retaining 
their share in the edible 
market is the costs of 
licensing and application 
fees, followed by the 
exclusionary practice of 
forcing businesses to close 
indefinitely until licensed, 
as well as obstacles with 
packaging and dosing that 
leave industry members 
and cannabis consumers 
at a loss.

The regulations for legal 
cannabis in Canada favour 
the wealthy and privileged 
who are capable of 
jumping through endless 
bureaucratic hoops and the 
endless costs of licensing 
a cannabis business. These 
costly requirements set up 
obstacles to participation 
that few small business 
owners could ever hope 
to achieve. When we take 
into consideration the 
systemic barriers women 
and minorities face in the 
world generally, how can 

we expect minority-lead edible businesses to 
compete when the regulations are written against 
them from the outset? 

A method of retaining women’s current market 
share of the edible industry would be to develop 
a system that boosts women and minorities’ 
access to the legal edible market. The women 
I interviewed maintain that the government 

ought to be developing grants for 
small female-led businesses, or loans 
with little to no interest to help cover 
the application and licensing costs 
in the initial stages. The interviewees 
suggested developing free programs that 
assist small business entrepreneurs to navigate 
the technicalities of the licensing process. You 
shouldn’t have to have a Masters in Business and 
a Chief Compliance Officer to participate in the 
legal cannabis market. 

Because the hefty expectations of the 
government have yet to be publicized, women 
who currently own edible businesses do not have 
the resources to prepare for the legalization of 
edibles. If these documents were released, most 
of these women wouldn’t be able to participate 
due to the financial obstacles mentioned above. 
In the legal recreational market, it is currently 
expected of black market participants to shut 
down their operations and to clear their illegal 
inventory to be considered for a license. These 
businesses have to maintain their retail locations 
and hemorrhage money on rent and application 
fees while waiting indefinitely for government to 
grace them with a license.

If we are to make sure that women retain their 
share of the edible market that they have worked 
and sacrificed for, telling them to shut down their 
income stream for an indefinite amount of time 
cannot be a part of the strategy proposed by 
government. This approach is leaving business 
owners, patients, and recreational consumers 
at a loss for high quality medicine. To retain 
women’s current market share, there must be 
legal pathways for edible makers to continue 
running their successful businesses until a license 
has been achieved. A special licensing procedure 
for experienced artisans, or other programs that 
create pathways to licensing would also have 
significant impact.

My last point relates to product dosing and 
packaging. One interviewee leads a small 
company that has created an award winning 
chocolate bar that is dosed at 375mg or 750mg 

of THC. This small team of women developed 
a high quality and consistent product and 
spent thousands of dollars on their brand and 
packaging. Regretably, edibles are likely to 
be regulated to a maximum dose of 10mg of 
THC per unit and sold in white plain packaging 
with no branding whatsoever. Therefore, all the 
costs allocated to brand recognition, the award 
winning recipe, and the trust of patients and 
consumers in this company will be lost to the 
current legalization scheme if they were to apply 
for a license.

Moreover, if 10 mg THC maximums are going to 
be the legal limit and the requirements to make 
those edibles are going to be astronomically 
difficult and expensive, then the cannabis 
industry will be legislated in a way that rewards 
the wealthy instead of those with the best 
product. The products that will hit the market in 
this scheme will not be award winning recipes 
developed by people who love this medicine. 
Instead, it will be mass produced, low quality, 
overly packaged and low dose edibles offered to 
consumers who deserve better, and, patients that 
require high quality cannabis medicine.

This action, to license the wealthy rather than 
the deserving, leaves patients and recreational 
consumers on the losing end of a bad trade 
policy while simultaneously pushing out small 
business owners who deserve a place in the legal 
market. The edible products made by women 
currently thriving in the underground market are 
meeting patients needs and deserve a chance to 
participate in the free market without the unjust 
weights of inequitable government regulations 
pulling them down.

https://vcbc.live/
PHOTO CREDIT: Rick Collins

cannabis corner
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420 Festival & 
Calgary Brewery 
Team Up! 
By AU Editorial 
Calgary’s 420 Music & Arts Festival is adding 
another new event to the festival. Join us on 
Friday, April 19 at New Level Brewing Co. for a 
tour of the brewery with a 
beer tasting. Entrance to 
the event is free, and there 
will be some great draft 
beers that you won’t see at 
the festival on tap! Flights 
of beer will be only $5, 
and there were be specials 
on take-home beer for all 
festival attendees. More 
details to come!

Tours will run on Friday, April 
19th in the afternoon at 1, 
1:30 and 2pm. 

The 420 Music & Arts Festival 
is excited to announce New 
Level Brewing Co. as a festival 
sponsor! New Level is a 
Calgary-based craft brewery, 
and we think they are a 
great fit with the festival. 
The Ross brothers decided 
to start their own brewery 
while attending Maryland 

Deathfest. 
In between death metal 

sets, they ended up spending a lot of time 
in their hotel room drinking boldly flavoured 
American craft beers: insanely bitter IPAS, unreal 
dessert stouts, and high gravity barley wines. 

The beers were so 
unbelievably good, they 
thought to themselves:

“Why can’t we drink like 
this at home? Maybe 
we should just start a 
brewery that makes what 
we like to drink?”

In homage to their 
origins, the Ross boys 
pair their beers with 
metal-sounding names 
and graphics. New 
Level Brewing bends 
the rules of the style 
guidelines to create bold 
beers that are just a bit 
different from what you 
may have had before. 
They may not obey 
the Rhineheitsgebot, 
but they refuse to 
compromise the quality 
of their beer or to release 

anything that they don’t 
love.

New Level Brewing Co. will 
have many of their beers at 
the festival including draft 
on tap, but we are even more 
stoked to have them brew 
a special cannabis inspired 
420 Music & Arts Festival 
beer! Metal inspired beers 
include Berzerker Blonde, 
and specifically for 420 fest, 
Sweet Leaf CBD Hemp ale. 

This event is part of the 420 Music & Arts Festivall 
taking place at the County Line Saloon in Calgary, 
AB from Thursday, April 18 to Saturday, April 20, 
2019.

Our Festival Headliner this year is 
Crobot from Pottsville, PA! They will 
finish off the Festival on Saturday, April 
20! 

Advance single-day tickets for 
Thursday are $15, for Friday are 
$25 and for Saturday are $30. 
Advance 3-day passes are $60. All 
are available for purchase online at 
www.420musicandartsfestival.ca/
store-2/.

Physical tickets are available at Sloth 
Records, Deadly Tattoos and New Level Brewing 
Co.

www.420musicandartsfestival.ca/ 
http://newlevelbrewing.ca/
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Plant Tonix
Interview by AU Editorial 
Absolute Underground: Can you 
please tell people about your 
company? 

TB: Plant Tonix is a company 
specializing in no-till living 
organics. We provide 
gardeners and cannabis 
cultivators with the 
techniques and products to 
grow healthy gardens that 
have a connection to the soil. 

AU: What is your company’s 
mission statement?
TB: Living organics for life! A 
company passionate about 
reconnecting growers with 
growing. Powered by nature, 
proven by science.

AU: What products does 
Plant Tonix sell?
TB: Plant Tonix sells Activated EM and 
Bokashi, and are currently working on 
an organic fertilizer line.

AU: Where can people find Plant 
Tonix products?

TB: Plant Tonix products are sold 
online at www.planttonix.com and 
on Vancouver Island at Buckerfields, 
Home Hardware, Progressive Growth 
Hydroponics (Victoria and Nanaimo) 
Community Farm Store (Duncan) and 
many other locations.

AU: Why is growing organic so 
important to you?
TB: Growing organic is so important 
to me because I am consuming it 
as a medicine. If you are consuming 
something as a medicine, it had 
better not contain chemicals! When 
growing with the living organics 
method, your plant has a connection 
with the soil, creating a relationship. 
This relationship helps your plant 
fight diseases and pests, providing 
your plant with an immune system. 
It’s like probiotics for your soil! This 
also allows you to improve your soil 
year after year, increasing soil fertility. 
Using this method, you will never have 
to replace your soil again. This can 
be used in commercial or small scale 
environments.

AU: Does Plant Tonix do cannabis 
consulting?
TB: Yes! We have a consulting program 
that consists of helping people with 
growing their four plants all the way 
up to Licensed Producers and Craft 
Cannabis.

AU: What first got you involved in 
the marijuana movement/industry?
TB: My father was a huge influence in 
getting me involved in the marijuana 
industry. He has always been an 
advocate for medical marijuana, long 
before it was recognized as a medicine. 
My dad knew its benefits and was 
a pioneer in debunking the myths 
surrounding this awesome plant! I 
have passed my knowledge onto my 
daughter, and now we have a third 
generation BC grower in the family.

AU: Any plans for 420 this year? 
TB: Same as every year! Stay 
medicated!

AU: How did you celebrate 
Legalization Day?
TB: Was it really legalization day?

AU: How would you rate the 
government’s plans for legalization 
so far and what still needs to 
change?
TB: I would have to say that the 
government’s plan for legalization 
seems to be in favour of big business 
and not the people who really worked 
to create the marijuana industry in 
the underground before it was legal. 
These are the people who developed 

the strains and techniques long before 
legalization even when faced with 
jail time and lifelong records. The 
people who have criminal records for 
marijuana now cannot be involved in 
the legal industry. Strange, because 
these are the people who developed it 
and are now being excluded!

AU: What is your favourite strain to 
grow or to smoke?
TB: I’m a sativa guy! I don’t really have 

a favourite strain. There’s too many to 
love!

AU: Words to live by for our readers?
TB: Educate, medicate, elevate!

AU: Anything else you would like to 
promote?
TB: Plant Tonix promotes happy, 
healthy cannabis growing!

www.planttonix.com
Instagram: @planttonix
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Platinum Cannabis 
Retail  
Interview by Iree-I

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking to 
today and what are you best known for?
Kyle Cheyne: My name is Kyle Cheyne and I’m the 
Founder of Platinum Cannabis Retail, Shipwreck 
Bistro & Terp 
City Holdings 
INC. I’m best 
known for 
my role in 
the cannabis 
industry.

AU: What 
first got you 
involved in 
the marijuana 
movement/
industry?
KC: I first got 
involved 

because I love cannabis; even before I used it, I 
was very interested in its medical benefits.

AU: What is your unique vision for your Leaf 
compassion dispensaries?
KC: Leaf Compassion has been re-branded to 
Platinum Cannabis Retail. We have applied at 
six locations provincially. My vision is simple. 
Keep things classy and supply the best cannabis 
possible. 

AU: If possible please tell us about your recent 
legal victory?
KC: I got raided in Chemainus a couple years back, 
and my court date was not too long ago - we did 
celebrate an absolute discharge. 

AU: Tell us about your concept for your safe 
consumption sites, Terp City?
KC: Cannabis Culture Vancouver was my go-to 
almost every weekend in 2017. I would take 
the Harbour Air planes, meet craft growers and 
discuss how we could collaborate. I’ve always 
been a huge fan of lounges and allowing people 
to use cannabis there. I’m a medical patient 
myself and understand the struggle when it 
comes to safe consumption. 

AU: How would you grade the government’s 
handling of legalization so far?
KC: The government is definitely taking its time 
with applications, but it’s fair I think, it’s a brand 
new industry and they don’t want to issue a 
licence to any criminals. 

AU: What still needs to change to make the 
perfect system?
KC: One thing that needs to change to make the 
system easier on adult Canadians is allowing 
patients to supply cannabis retailers with lab 
results signed off from a Health Canada Lab. We 
already have MB Labs and many other labs in 
Canada testing cannabis for patients and retail 
outlets. It makes perfect sense to make it less 
complicated, and allow more craft farmers in the 
market that can’t afford $100,000 + to set up a 
micro. 

AU: What is your favourite strain to grow or to 
smoke?
KC: My favourite strain I have to say is Charlotte’s 
Web. When I first got in the industry I couldn’t 
stop looking into it... luckily for me, I got my 
hands on a clone, and have been growing it for a 
couple years now! Makes an incredible high-CBD 
oil! 

AU: Anything else on the horizon you would 
like to promote?
KC: Shipwreck Bistro is a restaurant I plan to open 
up this summer at 1412 A & B Douglas Street or 
shortly after. It’s been a long time dream of mine 
to have my own restaurant; I spent 12 years in 
kitchens growing up and five of those years I was 

a kitchen manager. I won’t be the main chef, but 
I’ll definitely be having some fun when we open! 

AU: Words of wisdom for our readers?
KC: My advice to everyone reading is never give 
up on your dreams, no matter how hard they may 
seem! You got this! Live and let live! 

Instagram:
@farmerkylecheyne  
@platinumcannabisretail  
@shipwreckbistro  
@terpcityradio 
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Dana Larsen
Interview by Ira Hunter
Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
to today and what are best known for?
Dana Larsen: I am Dana Larsen, best known for 
my activism on cannabis.

AU: What first got you involved in the 
marijuana movement/industry?
DL: I’ve been fighting to end cannabis 
prohibition for about 30 years. I got involved 
in this issue in my late teens because I believe 
that cannabis prohibition and the broader war 
on drug users is a terribly harmful policy that 
causes death and misery in a myriad of ways.

I’m proud to think that I have been part of the 
revolution which ended cannabis prohibition in 
Canada. But we still have a lot more work to do!

AU: What movements have you 
spearheaded? What is your mission 
statement?
DL: I have led several cannabis campaigns and 
projects over the past three decades.

I was the editor of Cannabis Culture Magazine for 
ten years. I founded the Vancouver Seed Bank 
in 2005 and the Vancouver Dispensary Society 
in 2007, then I taught hundreds of other people 
how to open their own dispensaries.

I was also a founding member of both the BC 
and Canadian Marijuana Parties around 2000, 
but have been an active member of the NDP for 
over 15 years. I even ran for the leadership of 
the BC NDP in 2011.

In 2013 I launched a campaign called Sensible 
BC to try and force a referendum vote on 
decriminalization in BC. We collected over 
200,000 signatures in 90 days, which was the 
second highest total ever, but sadly it wasn’t 
enough to get our issue on the ballot.

AU: What is you proudest accomplishment 
to date?
DL: I think the most important things I’ve done 
in this movement was to open Vancouver’s third 
cannabis dispensary, and then help dozens of 
other people get their dispensaries open across 
Canada. This kind of mass civil disobedience 
not only helps Canadians have better access to 
quality cannabis, but I think it’s what led directly 
to the change in federal law.

The 2013 Sensible BC campaign was also 
very influential. It was wonderful seeing so 
many people step up and devote so much 
time and energy to collecting signatures for 
decriminalization. It was during our campaign 
that Trudeau first announced his support for 
legalization.

AU: What do you have planned for 420 this 
year?
DL: This year marks Vancouver’s 25th annual 
4/20 protest, and it falls on a Saturday, which 
means it will definitely be the biggest one ever!

Some local politicians like to attack 4/20 to score 
political points, but the reality is that we have 
a great relationship with city and park staff. We 
work with all departments, including sanitation, 

police, health, park rangers, emergency services 
and so on. It’s a very well-organized event with 
a lot of planning.

AU: Explain the Sunset Beach 4/20 
experience for someone who has never been 
yet?
DL: Our unique 4/20 cannabis farmer’s market 
is unlike anything else on earth. With hundreds 
of booths, great entertainment, passionate 
speakers and a massive crowd, it is something 
every cannabis user should experience.

4/20 is one of our city’s biggest and most 
popular community events. It has grown 
organically from a handful of protestors in 1995 
to a massive public protest festival. I expect it to 
continue for many years to come.

AU: What sets your Medical Cannabis 
Dispensary apart from others?
DL: We helped set the template for cannabis 
dispensaries and taught many others how to 
copy our dispensary in their own town. We also 
have some of Canada’s highest-grade cannabis, 
and a very stringent quality-control system in 
place. We offer nationwide mail-order and no 
longer require a medical recommendation.

AU: How did you celebrate Legalization Day?
DL: I held a protest and celebration in Victoria 
at the Legislature grounds, where I gave away 
dozens of live cannabis plants and hundreds of 
joints to the gathered crowd.

I saw it as a day to celebrate, but also to remind 
ourselves that there is still a very long way to 
go for true cannabis equality and a stigma-free 
public policy on cannabis users.

AU: How would you judge the government’s 
plans for legalization so far and what still 
needs to change?
DL: A proper legalization policy would begin 
with an apology and recognition that cannabis 
prohibition itself was the real cause of harm. If 
we don’t acknowledge and admit that cannabis 
prohibition was founded in bigotry, racism and 
ignorance, we will never have an end to stigma 
and criminalization.

I thought my friends in the BC NDP would pass 
reasonable provincial laws once legalization 
happened, but instead they have put in place 
a very restrictive and punitive system. For 
instance, if your legal cannabis plant is growing 
where it can be seen from the street, you can be 
charged under BC law and face a $5000 fine and 
3 months in jail! That is absurdly punitive.

AU: What is your favourite strain to grow or 
to smoke?
DL: I like all strains as long as they are grown 
well. I usually take a little bit from each of 
the varieties I have around and mix them all 
together. Then I add in some nice hash and 
some extract, and roll it all up into one big 
amazing joint! My friends call that a Dana 
Doobie.

AU: What are some of the books and comics 
you have published through Pothead Books?
DL: I’ve written a few books, including a fun 
parody novel called Hairy Pothead and the 
Marijuana Stone. My most popular book is an 
illustrated Dr Seuss parody called Green Buds 
and Hash.

I also wrote a book about the hidden history 
of cannabis in Canada, with all kinds of stories 
I guarantee most people have not heard. 
All my books are for sale on Amazon, and at 
PotheadBooks.com.

AU: Is it still possible to Overgrow Canada?
DL: I have given away over ten million cannabis 
seeds since 2016, in my Overgrow Canada 
campaign. It’s a low-THC, high-CBD seed variety. 
I have encouraged people to plant these 
and other cannabis seeds in public places, to 
normalize cannabis growing in public places.

The campaign has generated hundreds of 
media stories across the country, including 
many cannabis plant sightings. It’s been a lot 
of fun.

DanaLarsen.com
PotheadBooks.com
OvergrowCanada.com
CannabisDispensary.ca
Twitter.com/DanaLarsen
PHOTO CREDIT:  Clarkes
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Uli Jon Roth
Guitar Star

Interview by Ira Hunter and Jason Matthew Shane 
Maher 

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
with today and what are you best known for? 
UJR: You’re talking to Uli Jon Roth. I guess I’m 
most known for the Scorpions work but also some 
other things. 

AU: After Scorpions you moved on and started 
another band?
UJR: Yeah, I started Electric Sun. That was a seven-
year enterprise resulting in a few tours and three 
albums. Some of that music we’re playing on this 
tour now, because Electric Sun never made it to 
Canada. 

AU: Tell us about the 50th Anniversary World 
Tour you are currently on.
UJR: The three-hour show is the main show, which 
consists of a cross section of some of my best 
stuff from those 50 years on stage. It contains 
a section of early Scorpions material and also 
Electric Sun material, plus some other things I’ve 
done like Transcendental Sky Guitar, and Sky Of 
Avalon and a little bit up Hendrix is always there. 

I’m also playing a 15-minute solo spot, 
which is acoustic and that I play on the 
eight string, flamenco style Sky Guitar. 
And for the complete die-hard guitar 
aficionados, we are doing a VIP event 
which includes a performance of my 
Metamorphosis Concerto, which is based 
on Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. That’s a lot of 
fun for me to play, because I normally 
don’t get to play that piece and fans 
normally don’t get to hear that. 

AU: What events are you celebrating 
on this Triple Anniversary Tour?
UJR: The first one is my 50th first on 
stage anniversary; in December 1968 I 
played my first ever show and it’s been 
a long story of events since then, and I 
went through many different musical 
phases. Then the other two anniversaries 
are a combined thing. 40 years ago 
Scorpions recorded Tokyo Tapes then I 
left the Scorpions. And in the same year 
a bit little later I started the Electric Sun 
project and we recorded the first album. 

AU: Your first time on stage was when 
you were 13 years old, is that correct? 
UJR: Yes, I was 13 and I still have the 
guitar, and I’m playing it here on this 
North American tour. It’s the first time I 
dug it out after all this time, and I get a 
kick out of playing on exactly the same 
guitar after all these years. 

AU: Could you explain how you 
invented this different type of guitar, 
the Sky Guitar?

UJR: The Sky Guitar came about because quite 
literally in the time of the Scorpions I started 
running out of frets on some of my guitar leads 
and I wanted to play higher than was physically 
possible on a traditional guitar. That’s what 
eventually led me to come up with a guitar that 
didn’t have this limitation. It needed to have a 
different shape to enable me to reach the highest 
top notes and this is how the Sky Guitar first came 
into being in the early 80s. I have played them 
ever since exclusively but recently I’ve opened 
up a little company called UJR Sky Guitars and 
we’re selling them online. I’m playing two new 
prototypes on this tour. One is called Excalibur, it’s 
a black seven-string.

AU: Did your acoustic Sky Guitar have eight 
strings?
UJR:  Yes, that was eight strings. We are also now 
having a nine string built! To me, Sky Guitars are 
more than just musical instruments, I see them as 
works of art. 

AU: How did you become so proficient at the 
guitar? 
UJR: I think these things are inborn. Everybody 
is born with certain talents and mine happened 
to be that. I found that talent at a relatively early 
age and it just blossomed. Also I honed my craft. 
I practised. I got better. In fact, I’m still getting 
better because I am always in competition with 

myself. I try to come up with further refinements 
or new angles. That’s what keeps it alive for me. 

AU: Is it true you have one of Jimi Hendrix’s 
guitars? 
UJR: I don’t own that guitar. It’s owned by the 
Dannemann Foundation. I was just looking after 
it. It’s in a vault now in a secure place. Too many 
people were after it over 
the years. One day it shall 
be exhibited together 
with Monika’s artwork, 
and that’s the only way 
we’re going to do it. 

AU: Did you ever meet 
Hendrix?
UJR: At his last ever 
concert I had a backstage 
pass but I didn’t dare 
to say anything to him 
because I was just a 
fifteen year old kid 
and his presence was 
something otherworldly.

AU: It must have been 
inspirational watching 
him play guitar. 
UJR: Yeah, but more 
inspirational was the first time I saw him, a year 
and a half earlier in Hamburg. He was at the top of 
his game at that time. 

AU: How did it feel to walk on stage with the 
Scorpions again after so long? 
UJR: The first reunion show was in 2005 and that 
was great. It was a festival in France and we all 
really enjoyed it, as did the audience. We did quite 
a few afterwards as well. The last time was in 2016 
in Tokyo. 

AU: Many consider Tokyo Tapes one of the 
greatest live albums of all time. 
UJR: That particular tour consisted of five shows in 
Japan, two of which were recorded. It was really 
the highlight of our early Scorpions journey. We 
had never played better, it was captured on Tokyo 
Tapes. There was a certain magic in the air when 
we played these shows. 

AU: Why did you leave Scorpions?
UJR: The songs that started to come to me were 

not songs anymore, they were more like musical 
journeys and different in style and substance 
and they didn’t fit that Scorpion’s framework. I 
wanted to be completely free musically and in the 
Scorpions I was free but only to a point because I 
still had to stay within a commercial framework. 
With Electric Sun I was completely free to do 

whatever I liked. I wanted 
100% artistic control. I 
wanted to go on that 
kind of journey with all 
sorts of learning curves. 

AU: Why do you think 
Scorpions have yet to 
be inducted into the 
Rock & Roll Hall of 
Fame? 
UJR: I would think they 
should be inducted 
because they’re one of 
the greatest bands ever, 
in my book, in terms of 
rock history. But then 
again, their policy seems 
to be favouring American 
rock bands because it’s 
an American institution 
and also American rock 

bands are different. Also it’s called the Rock & Roll 
Hall, and to me, Scorpions is not rock and roll. To 
me, that’s Elvis and Chuck Berry and these early 
things. Scorpions songs like “Send Me An Angel,” 
and “We’ll Burn The Sky,” that’s a completely 
different genre of music altogether.

AU: You are currently touring across Canada 
and the States?
UJR: Yes, right into the middle of May.

AU: Final words for Canadian fans?
UJR: I love being in Canada and now for the first 
time, we’re going up north to like Calgary and 
Winnipeg, and that’s exciting new turf for me. I’m 
very, very lucky that I’m healthy and I’m able to 
do this because once you pass the age of 60, you 
don’t take any of that for granted. 

www.ulijonroth.com
www.sky-guitars.com
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By Jesus Maggot

It’s no secret that Jesus is, and always has been, 
a stoner. This is neither something I have tried 
to hide nor glorify. In fact, I’ve never understood 
either side. Why hide that you do something 
that a large portion of the population also does? 
And why glorify something that, let’s be honest, 
doesn’t really deserve to be glorified. I admit, it 

started out pretty innocently. We were truly too 
young to know what we were doing. We would 
see people doing it out in the streets. Large 
groups of folks. Nearly every day in Jerusalem 
was a stoner party. We’d throw as many stones at 
those pesky “criminals” as our arms could handle. 
And then one day someone handed Jesus a weird 
stone pipe. That was the moment I realized that 
there was another use for the word “stoner.”  

Now don’t get me wrong. Stoning people is a holy 
shit ton of fun! But it seems to be frowned upon in 
western society these days. People would rather 
bark like a dog with a plug in their ass, whilst 
licking creme fraiche from a vegan hotdog. At the 
same time watching reruns of Friends whilst also 
ordering $500 of shit off Amazon that they never 
needed in the first place. Progress indeed!

But that’s not what this is about. 

Life did indeed change for Jesus after he first 
learned the sequence of 420. The day before I had 
been flipping tables at a local place of worship 
(Also insanely fun, but I digress) as, back then, 
my temper would sometimes, you know, go off, 
shall we say. Nothing it seemed could stop the 
onslaught of rage coming from deep within me. 
But that first pipe? Fucking rainbows and bunnies, 
my children! Rainbows and bunnies! 

At this point I pretty much gave up wine (I was 
getting pretty sick of that miracle anyway) and 
just stuck to the plant. With the occasional wild 
mushrooms that seemed to have an odd kick. I 
met a more relaxed set of friends, and by friends 
I mean a bunch of guys that would follow me 
around everywhere. And things felt more at 
peace. I continued going to stonings, but would 
get really stoned first. I  naturally called them 
stoned stonings. But the more I smoked, the less 
I found myself stoning folks. In fact my Stoned 

Stonings became Bake and Bakes. In which Jesus 
and friends would get high and bake ye olde 
cookies. Ohm!  

Jesus became more of the character you all know 
and love throughout this period. In fact the 
sermon on the mount was the first thing I ever 
wrote stoned! Pretty fucking good start, eh? This 
was back when Judas and I were still really tight. 
He taught Jesus how to roll, a skill which every 
stoner should have, NO EXCEPTIONS! He taught 
me how to use a water pipe (what all you young 
ones call a bong these days) and he taught me 
how to give supers. Although I later learned that 
your lips aren’t actually supposed to touch. Or 
stay locked for minutes at a time. Fucking Judas! 

But yes my children, the green leaf is certainly one 
of life’s better medicines. As long as we respect 
it. Like anything, too much is never a good idea. 
And Jesus is not a hypocrite for saying that. Just 
because I rolled a three paper cone layered with 
oil this morning... and a bowl, and those other 
joints... and that dab, does not mean I am over 
doing it. Even if it is only 1pm. Ok, so maybe Jesus 
should at least cut back a bit. But first, I’m going 
to get a little high.

PHOTO CREDIT: Stephen Owen
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Blood On 
Black Wax:
Horror Soundtracks 
Interview with Jeff Szpirglas and Aaron 
Lupton
By Ed Sum and Ira Hunter
Release Date: April 13, 2019 

Limited Edition (incl. Vinyl May 13, 2019)

Blood on Black Wax: Horror Soundtracks is 
a look back at nearly all the music from 
the greatest horror cinema classics. No, 
we are not talking about a re-release of 
all these tunes. Instead, we will get the 
opening of a time capsule which looks 
at more than the unique history and 
artwork of these works, courtesy of two 
aficionados whose love of the medium is 
well known.

Jeff Szpirglas is known amongst Rue 
Morgue Magazine readers as an author 
who reviews albums and old movies. He’s 
written many books for young readers 
and is a second-grade full-time teacher. 
Aaron Lupton is the music editor for 

the magazine and is a passionate and 
nerdy collector of horror soundtrack LPs. 
He is the co-host of “From My Parents 
Basement,” podcast with Eric Gaudet and 
Gary Pullin. 

Szpirglas approached Lupton about 
putting together a digest focusing 
specifically on horror soundtracks. At 
the time, Rue Morgue had been releasing 
novella-sized looks at subjects ranging 
from Canadian horror, to H.P. Lovecraft, 
to women with guts. He felt a look at 
soundtracks next was a no-brainer. In 
his own words, “So much of what makes 
these films effective comes from sound 
and music working in conjunction with 
the images and the rhythms of editing.”

I had an opportunity to discuss with them 
how this book came about and ask what’s 
next.

Aaron Lupton: I felt the book should be 
more than a collection of mini-reviews. 
It’s a really difficult topic to make fun, 
interesting and accessible. My inspiration 
came from the reissue labels like Death 
Waltz and Waxwork–they found a way to 
make horror soundtracks cool to collect. 

Absolute Underground: What can 
people expect to see?

Jeff Szpirglas: Blood on Black Wax does 
a good job of showing the breadth of 
album covers and artistic styles that have 
graced horror movie soundtracks over 
the years. And while the book is not 12” 
x 12”, the final product showcases the art 
in a big way. These early albums came 
from a time when movie posters had the 
space to breathe and not rely on selling 
the movie as a thumbnail-sized image on 
Netflix. 

The book really afforded Aaron and I 
the opportunity to approach a number 
of composers and conduct in-depth 
interviews. It was a real thrill to speak at 
length to some of our heroes like John 
Carpenter and Christopher Young.

AL: You will learn weird facts like how 
Stelvio Cipriani made the sound of the 
tentacle attacks in Tentacles using broken 
glass. You will hear the stories behind 
the soundtracks, like how it took three 
different composers to ultimately create 
what Brad Fiedel did on Serpent and the 
Rainbow. You will see all kinds of crazy 
and colourful art that you will want on 
your shelves and on your turntable.

AU: Was it difficult to establish the 
categories to which all these albums 

fit under?
JS: As we worked our way through the 
different chapters, we ended up paring 
down certain sections and building up 
others. 

AL: Truthfully, what are the categories 
that hold horror soundtracks together? 
Chronology? Eras for horror films? 
Electronic vs. symphonic? But even within 
something like sci-fi horror, what is the 
connection between Jerry Goldsmith’s 
Alien and Susan Justin’s Forbidden World? 
Musically, there isn’t one. My advice is 
to not read too deeply into the chapters 
and categories and just dive right into the 
BBW:HS and all the amazing music. 

AU: We think it’s fabulous that the 
limited release of Blood on Black Wax 
has a bonus vinyl to play at home. 
However, will there be anything for the 
enthusiast who wants to listen to the 
tracks digitally?
AL: Unfortunately not at this time, but 
there could always be another pressing! 
I tried to think of a way we could build a 
turntable you could use in your car but 
Jeff eventually convinced me this was 
impossible. 

AU: What are some of your favourite 
horror soundtracks?
JS: My preferences tend to skew to more 
orchestral and classic sounds. I’m also 
drawn to composers who try unorthodox 
approaches to creating sounds designed 
to unnerve audiences, even if the music 
is so experimental that it makes for a 
challenge to listen to outside of the film, 
such as Mica Levi’s Under The Skin. I also 
have a deep, undying love for the Teen 
Wolf soundtrack. 

AL: For me personally, I don’t think 
anything will make me stop being a John 
Carpenter fan. It amazes me how he got 
these dreamy sounds out of synthesizers 
and created structures that are so basic 
and yet no one has ever been able to 
touch. 

AU: What are some of the best 
companies doing horror soundtrack 
re-releases these days?
AL: I think Waxwork is at the top of the 
horror soundtrack reissue thing. They are 
seen as an 80s horror company but they 
have covered all kinds of stuff like Popol 
Vuh’s Nosferatu and Komeda’s Rosemary’s 
Baby. Death Waltz is still doing God’s 
work as far as Euro-sleaze stuff goes. 
They are responsible for putting out one 
of the holy grails of horror soundtracks 
recently–Riz Ortolani’s House On the Edge 
of the Park. 

AU: With this BBW:HS being all about 
cinema, is a look on all the great 
television scores in the genre in the 
works? 
JS: There was a long conversation around 
this very subject, given the breakout 
success of so many new television 
franchises (Stranger Things, anyone?). But 
there was a limit to how big the book 
could get, so we kept our focus limited 
strictly to theatrical releases. 

If Blood on Black Wax proves to be 
successful enough, it’d be a lot of fun to 
revisit these television soundtracks in a 
sequel or other edition.

To read the full interview, please 
visit absulouteunderground.tv or 
otakunoculture.com
1984Publishing.com
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Gnosis
Wacken Metal Battle BC Round 1 
Winners
Interview with bassist JP and drummer Jesse 
Fraser
By Ira Hunter
Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
to, what band are you in, and what just 
happened?
JP: My name is Josh Power, I’m in a band called 
Gnosis and we just won the Wacken Metal Battle 
in Victoria tonight!

AU: Were you surprised?
JP: Yeah, it was a bit of a shock. We got a lot 
of great feedback from the judges, which was 
awesome, but you never really expect to actually 
win something. I can’t wait for the next round 
Vancouver.

AU: What was the process for getting in?
JP: To be frank, there was a band that was 
supposed to play, Forever Frost, from Port Alberni, 
but then they dropped off and they were like, 
“Hey, can you guys play a show?” We were the 

fifth choice.

AU: That was too 
sexy with your 
shirt off on stage 
tonight.
JP: It’s way too hot 
up there, I can’t wear 
a shirt. Matt Pike 
from High On Fire 
doesn’t wear a shirt, 
and he looks pretty 
fucking cool, so I’ll 
cop his style.

AU: Your bass is 
fuzzy and you’re 
kinda fuzzy...
JP: Yeah it’s just 
sort of a fuzzy 
environment that 
I like to create for 
myself, everything 

fuzzed out.

AU: How did you make that fuzzy sound ?
JP: I just recently got a Rat Pedal... and it’s pretty 
greasy. Running an overdrive pedal into that, and 
then doing EQ into a fat-ass bass amp.

AU: And you’re the drummer?
Jesse Fraser: Yeah.

AU: You weren’t holding anything back, you’re 
not a tapper.
JF: Not at all, it’s all about making the drums 
sound like cannons.

AU: If the singer Dan was here, what would he 

say the songs are about?
JF: Those three songs are going to be on 
the EP we’re recording in April, and they’re 
all based around the MK Ultra Experiment, 
so there’s one about hypnosis, one about 
electroconvulsive therapy, and then one about 
LSD experimentation.

AU: The songs are long-ish, is that your thing?
JP: Well the first EP, Dweller on the Threshold, it’s 
technically one long, 28-minute song that we 
split into five parts, so these are short songs for 
us, really.

AU: You only had like 20 minutes tonight?
JP: We had 25, yeah, so it was tough. It was 
lucky that our three new songs equal exactly 25 
minutes.

AU: What about the other bands that played in 
the battle tonight, what did you think?
JP: There was Liberatia, they killed it. They did 
really high-energy, technical death metal, it was 

pretty fun to watch them. And 
then as soon as Electric Druids 
started, I was like, “Fuck yeah, 
sounds like Iron Maiden.”

AU: What about the final band 
to play?
JP: Krypteia, they’re real nice, 
couple of them are from Nanaimo 
and Parksville.

AU: Are you ready to take it all 
the way to Wacken?
JP: Oh yeah, we’re gonna get 

some lighting set up, it’s gonna be good.

AU: Just tell your boss, “See you next Tuesday,” 
right?
JP: We’ll have to work some things out but we’ll 
make it happen.

AU: The judges were blown away tonight, 
especially the guy from Decibel who knows his 
shit, he was a real advocate at the end for the 
big win, and I believe you were the best band 
to send into battle against Vancouver in the 
next round. You guys made it look effortless 
tonight, not like you tried extra hard or 
anything, it was just your sound.

JP: Yeah we spend a lot of time playing the songs, 
really our aim, especially Dan and I, the guitar 
player, our aim is just to create the best tone that 
we possibly can, so I think that shows. That was 
a lot of the good feedback that we heard about 
our set, was that the tones sounded larger than a 
three-person band, so it’s something that we’ve 
been working towards for almost two years now, 
and I think we finally got it gelling together.

AU: The judges were saying you guys could get 
signed to certain labels and that you’re going 
to be playing festivals on your own.
JP: That’s high praise. There’s a long road to go 
to get there, and it’s not something that we 
even really expected to happen, but it’s a great 
opportunity and I want to take it as far as we can 
go.

AU: You could really take it to the next level.
JP: Absolutely. Obviously a bigger stage is such 
a bigger door to open but if the demand is there 
and we can make it work, I don’t want to stop 
doing it.

AU: The judges suggested you get some lights 
and some cloaks.
JP: We need to up the presence a little bit, but I 
think the easiest thing we have going for us is 
that we let the music speak for itself. We’re kind of 
like, as little bullshit as possible. We just want to 
crank out some crushing tunes, that’s really what 
we’re going for.

AU: Any final words for Canadian fans ‘Wacken’ 
it in their igloos?
JP: First of all, keep Wacken it! I want to say thank 
you to Casey Lazar and Mayo at Invisible Orange, 
and Absolute Underground and Decibel, and 
Andrew, and J.J., there’s so many people to thank 
for the opportunity.

AU: Good luck next round. We need someone 
from the Island to crush Vancouver.
JP: We’re here to crush man, we’re here to crush!

gnosisdeath.bandcamp.com
www.facebook.com/gnosisdeath
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Anöther Perfect 
Day Festival 
Interview by Roger the Shrubber

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking 
with and what are you 
most infamous for? 
Sheldon Byer: My name 
Shel Byer and I am most 
infamous for beating 
up posers, taking their 
lunch money, and 
then taking out their 
girlfriends with said 
money.

AU: What is your 
relationship with 
Another Perfect Day 
Festival?
SB: I organized this son of a bitch! Heavy metal 
will never die!

AU: Tell us about Another Perfect Day Fest - 
what’s it all about? Is this the inaugural event, 
and how did it all get started?
SB: Anöther Perfect Day is a true heavy metal 

festival throwback to 
the golden era of Heavy 
Metal. When chicks 
listened to Whitesnake 
and dudes picked up 
these chicks in Trans Ams 
blasting Mercyful Fate. 
This is the first of many, 
and I decided to do this 
because Vancouver is 
thirsty for chest beating, 
snakeskin-laden, stoned, 
drunk and sexy music. So 
drink up, YVR!

AU: What bands are 
playing? Any highlights 
or groups you’re 
particularly stoked to 

see?
SB: The lineup from start to finish is Damsel, 
Sandstorm, Hexripper, Kömmand, Decadence, 
Soul Grinder, Time Rift, Villain, Roadrash and Thor 
- I’m excited to see each and every one of these 
acts because they ALL fucking slay and play on 
11!

AU: What else does the fest offer? What can 
people expect to see 
and experience there? 
SB: We offer premium 
heavy metal for a 
measly $20, which is $2 
a band. Ya can’t beat 
those prices! Thor will 
bend you in half if you 
ask him, but we’re not 
liable. The music is so 
classic the sleeves may 
fall off your shirt and 
you may get a craving 
for “new coke.”

AU: Is this a 420 
celebration? Will there be 420 related events?
SB: Weed’s legal son, do whatever you want! I 
just wanted an option for heshers and metal 
muthas to something on 4/20 that isn’t super 
shitty like 99.999% of Vancouver on that day.

AU: Why should we make 
this our 420 evening event 
of choice? What will make it 
special?
SB: We’re hoping people will be 
so drunk and stoned that we can 
manifest the spirit of the fallen 
members of Motörhead and make 
the mayor’s lawn die - you don’t 
wanna miss that, do you?!

AU: Where can we find more 
information, tickets, etc?
SB: Why not right here? Anöther 
Perfect Day April 20th at SBC 
Vancouver, BC - doors at 4pm. 
RSVP on Facebook for the latest 
info, tickets at SHOWPASS.COM/APDYVR, and 
at Neptoon, both Red Cat locations & Music 
Madhouse Records. 

AU: What else should we know about the 
festival that we don’t already?
SB: Just know it’s not something to miss, this is 
the start of something much bigger, and if you 

crave the hard and heavy - support the scene, 
dudes and dudettes! We’re all in this together!

AU: Any final words for readers?
SB: Stay clean! 

facebook.com/events/328830727714985/
Photos by Thor, Sheldon Byer, & Soul Grinder

418 Craigflower Road • Victoria, B.C. • (250) 386-9303

LIVE MUSIC 6 NIGHTS A WEEK • Serving oRGANIC COFFEE
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Reflecting On The

Mission Of Christ / 
Fractricide Split 7”
By Kim Kinakin

In the mid-80s, I was part of a thriving punk/
hardcore/metal scene that was percolating in 
the suburbs of Vancouver, BC. Hair metal was 
still cool, and new wave was still on the radio. 
Sub-genres of metal and punk were not popular 
enough to warrant their own divider sections 
at record stores. This was the time referred to as 
“the crossover era” – C.O.C., Dayglo Abortions, 
Accused, D.R.I., Raw Power, Cro-Mags, Adrenalin 

O.D. and S.N.F.U. come to mind.

Old-school Vancouver first-wave punks had 
come of age, and primarily 
played bar shows because 
all their friends were of 
legal drinking age. But the 
second generation, more 
hardcore than punk – were 
still underage and could only 
hope to see touring bands on 
Vancouver’s strong bar circuit 
by sneaking in the back door 
or catching the occasional 
all-ages show. But in 1986, 
some of my high school 
buddies started putting on 
all-ages shows at Kennedy 
Hall in Surrey, BC (thanks 
Dave Spicer, Mike Hammersmark, and Subversive 
Productions) and it helped galvanize our scene.

One of those shows brought a band from Victoria 
with an ex-member of the infamous Neos (Kev 
Smith). To that point, I only had one “favourite” 
local band, Fratricide – 
and they had become 
skateboarding and music 
mentors to me. But when 
Mission of Christ hit the stage, 
my favourite local bands 
expanded to two, and my local 
scene expanded to include 
Victoria. Many other people at 
the show that night were also 
blown away.

My buddies Mike Bates, 
Sean Elliot, Corey Yuzak and 
I worked on local fanzines 
(“Dick for Brains,” and “C.O.H.”) 
and I had also just put out 
a compilation tape of local 
Vancouver bands (Cryptic 
Compost). Corey mentioned he’d heard about a 
record-pressing plant in Vancouver and we all 
started talking about how cool it would be to put 
out a record together.

We knew Fratricide had just recorded some music, 
and we asked bassist Dan Walters and guitarist 

Eric Thorkelson if they would be interested – and 
they were psyched on the idea. If I remember 
correctly, Dan played the middleman in 

connecting us with MOC. 

Within weeks the tapes for 
Nocturnal Serenade and 
Crypts of Darkness arrived. 
We thumbed through the 
Vancouver yellow-pages 
and found the one record 
pressing plant, which was 
called Imperial Records (it 
would soon shut down). 
Dan from Fratricide 
connected us to Sean 
Chikara (Desperate Minds 
Stagnation) in Kamloops 
for printing covers and 

inserts for the record. I felt so lucky to have so 
much support from the “scene,” with everyone 
pulling together to help make the record a reality.

Long bus/ferry rides to Victoria were made to 
catch MOC play on their local turf, bridging the 

divide between the Island and the BC mainland. 
Crashing at the MOC house and hanging with the 
band members, getting to know them as friends 
– jokes, pranks and silliness were memories that 
I hold of those times. Record/tape/flyer/zine 
trading helped strengthen the musical networks 

between the Vancouver and Victoria scenes.

We released the record during the summer of ’87. 
Corey and I didn’t know anything about running 
a business – we were just excited to put out a 
record. I think we gave each band 150 records 
each in lieu of payment, and Corey and I were 
stuck with trying to sell the 350 each we were left 
with.

Both bands’ impending albums on Pusmort 
(Fratricide) and Metal Blade (Mission of Christ) 
didn’t come to fruition. We had always hoped 
that those big releases would help sell that first 
pressing – and maybe many more! But with 
neither band releasing an album or touring 

beyond BC (and breaking 
up soon after), it was rather 
hard to sell the records, and 
we had boxes of them for 
years.

The Fratricide/MOC split 
7” was a logical step in the 
punk do-it-yourself ethos. 
We were on a trajectory 
where kids watched 
bands play on stage, 
befriended the musicians 
and documented their 
local community, while also 
helping identify and share 
resources and opportunities 
for friends to do the same. 

Just as we were once punk kids being mentored, 
we helped carry the torch to the next generation. 
It was much more than just music; it was building 
our scene.

https://supremeecho.com/
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door prize alert!

every half hour at the toy fair

we draw awesome prizes!

stay up to date - join our mailing list or facebook! contests,
show Dates, & the latest info

VICTORIA’S ULTIMATE
HOBBY & TOY FAIR 

MAY 25TH AND 26THPEARKES ARENA - VICTORIA BC

COLLECTIBLE TOYS - DOLLS - BARBIES
COMICS - VINYL RECORDS - TRAINS - MODELS

LEGO - DIE-CAST VEHICLES - G.I. JOE - STAR WARS
TRANSFORMERS - VIDEO GAMES & AND MUCH MORE

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE !
WWW.ULT IMATETOYFAIR.COM

3100 TILLICUM ROAD, VICTORIA BC

245 Kenneth St. Duncan BC  250.746.8963

ALL YOU NEED TO DO THE DEED, ‘CEPT THE WEED!

THURS AND FRI
  10AM-6PM

MON-WED
AND SAT
11AM-5PM

AHEAD
OF THE

TYMES
OPEN 6

DAYS
A WEEK!!

AHEAD
OF THE

TYMES
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477
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PUNK ROCK BOWLING
interview with Mark Stern
by Jason Lamb

Absolute Underground: Let’s talk about Punk 
Rock Bowling.  
Mark Stern: Luckily I’m caught up on everything 
way earlier this year. Tickets 
went on sale earlier than 
normal, which is how I’ve 
always wanted it. I’m already 
trying to work on 2020 to 
keep things going early.

AU: The biggest change this 
year is the second stage 
outdoors. How’s that going 
to work?
MS: It’s pretty much right 
next to the main stage, 
facing the same way. They’re 
both facing out, so they’re 
going to alternate. We’ll have 
20-minute set changes and 
another stage, this way bands 
can alternate. When one band 
finishes on one stage, they 
start on the other stage. Non-
stop music all day, nothing 
is going to overlap but it 
allows us for more time for set 
changes and more bands. This gives everyone an 
opportunity to play to a big crowd. 

AU: I saw with the club shows, mainly Killing 
Joke, are playing a new venue. Is that the 
second stage?  
MS: Exactly. With a capacity of something like 2000 
people, which is good. 

AU: We will talk about the pool parties, because 
you also have a new venue for that. 
Mark: We’re at the Downtown Grand. It’s a cool 
little zone over there. It’s kind of like it’s own little 
cul de sac. Hogs N Heffers is over there, they do 
shows. We co-sponsor these shows with Love, 
Hope, Strength benefit shows for their charity 
for cancer. It’s like a $5 donation on those shows. 
That’s right next door, and the hotel itself is kind 
of a retro hotel, with an awesome pool on the roof. 
It’s a really good set up, we’ve been trying to get 
in there for years. We finally worked stuff out, and 
they’re being really cool, giving us carte blanche 
to do a bunch of stuff there. It’s way bigger. 1200 
people up there. It’s somewhere in the size of the 
Plaza was, but a better set up than that. I think it’s 
going to be great. It’s a really nice casinos, there 
is like fooseball tables, shaded areas. We’re pretty 
happy to be in this spot. I think it’s going to do 
really well, and we have some great line-ups in the 
works. 

AU: Are there are still plans to do some acoustic 
shows, free shows, and you had comedy last 
year? 
MS: We’re working on all that. We’re trying to see 
which venues we can and can’t use. Seeing about 
the movie screen, not sure if we’re going to do 
those. We’re still undecided on a lot of stuff. It just 
depends. When you go to the casinos, you have to 
really sell it. Sort of a fine line on what you can and 
can’t do. But pool parties for sure,and we are going 
to try and work the comedy out.

AU: Why is there no in and out privileges for the 
main venue?
MS: There are a couple of reasons, but the main 
one is it’s a liability issue. People leave, they go 
get wasted and then they come back in, they 
could try to hold our bar staff accountable. It’s also 
a clusterfuck of having wristbands and getting 
people in and out, and scamming, and all that. I 
know a lot of people would love that. That’s why 
we try to do a happy hour. This year we’re going to 
have an even bigger beer garden, it’s a huge tent 
that we’re going to use. Probably double the size, 
you could be under that the whole time. That with 
misters, happy hour, try and get some food, craft 
beer stuff so there is something to do there and it’s 
not expensive. In actuality our drinks are cheaper 
than at the casinos. 

AU: The line-up this year is staggeringly good. 
What bands should people definitely go and 
see? 
MS: Perkele from Sweden, it’s their first time in the 
US. Oi band, they’ve been called the European 
Cocksparrer. Skints, who I love. Pietasters, it’s their 
first time in Vegas for Punk Rock Bowling. I like 

them all, that’s why I booked them. If you want up 
and coming bands, Saturday: Split Seconds out 
of DC, really great new band. Just put something 
out on Altercation Records, and then on Sunday: 
Grade 2, they’re great, and Drug Church as well. 
They’re playing on the second stage. Grade 2 is 
like oi, street punk, but they’re a lot more than 
that. Shame is another one, they’re playing on 
Monday. They’re out of the UK. The Stranglers 

to me. I love them, I’ve been 
trying to get them out forever. 
Monday is really stacked for 
me with Shame, Undertones, 
The Stranglers, The Specials, 
The Hives, The Dead Boys. Can’t 
go wrong. Toasters are great, 
this band out of Italy, Fazwalt, 
they’re really great. Kind of 
Guida sounding. The Ravengers 
are from Baltimore, really good 
snotty rock and roll. 

AU: And you’ve got Fear.  
MS: Fear, this is their first time 
playing. We’ve never had them 
play before. The Damned is 
going to be doing Machine 
Gun Etiquette. On club shows, 
Murder City Devils, Butcherette, 
Shame and Radkey is on that 
one too. Frankie Stubbs from 
Leatherface we’ve got doing 
a Beauty Bar show. Of course 
Killing Joke. Amigo the Devil, is 

one guy, acoustic, really great song writer. Kind of 
dark, heavy, bluesy folk, and Bridge City Sinners 
who are from Portland, that’s a Friday night show 
with Pinata Protest. That’s a pretty stacked bill. This 
Los Skarnales show, latino ska. They’re all different. 
Rude Pride, we’ve never had them, they’re from 
Spain and they’re playing with Lion’s Law from 
Paris, and H2O.

AU: After 21 years of doing this, is there anyone 
left on the bucket list that you’ve just haven’t 
been able to get? 
MS: Of course. If Minor Threat got back together, 
or Fugazi, or All Hype. Misfits, we tried to get them. 
A lot of these bands, Misfits, and Jawbreaker, they 
just want a lot of money. Because we’re a small 
festival, we don’t even gross the amount of money 
that they want. Unless they come and see that it’s 
a cool thing. I try to make that plea, that’s how we 
got Iggy Pop. 

AU: If you can get them on board with how cool 
and positive the festival is maybe money isn’t 
necessarily as important. 
MS: It’s just agents, because it’s a festival they want 
this insane amount of money. It doesn’t matter if 
you’re selling 40,000 tickets or 8,000 tickets, they 
want this money because you have a festival and 
that’s the end of it.  You get that a lot, and it’s a 
little frustrating. Plus you get all these people that 
are doing festivals that are just overpaying bands 
like crazy so everybody wants that kind of money. 
So we get what we can, I try to appeal to bands 
directly. That’s pretty much the only way to get 
some of these bands. Sometimes they get it, and 
they want to do it. We’ve always tried to get Punk 
Rock Bowling to just be a cool thing to play. 

AU: I feel like you’ve already accomplished that. 
MS: I’m hoping it spreads to other big bands. Plus 
Vegas is a weird market and for sure we pay more 
than if you came to Vegas on a regular weekend. 
You’re going to do well, and there is a huge 
audience. Vegas is a small market, a lot of bands 
could do 3000 people in LA and 500 people in Las 
Vegas even though it’s 300 miles away and it’s a 
big city. They don’t have a huge punk scene there. 
Only probably 15-20% of our audience is from Las 
Vegas.

AU: Is that it? I was always curious about that. 
That’s a huge amount of people coming in.  
MS: Yeah, California, and actually up there, the 
Pacific Northwest: Vancouver, Seattle, Portland. 
Calgary, Edmonton, a lot of Western Canadians. 
And now we get a lot of Australians, Europeans. 
People come from all over, but our number one 
draw is California, Arizona, and the surrounding 
states too. Then a lot of Europe, and Canada.

AU: I personally know about 20+ people that 
are friends of mine in Victoria that are going 
this year, it’s going to be quite the party.  
MS: We try to make it so the Canadians are 
comfortable.

www.punkrockbowling.com
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Destroy Wrestling
Techno Destructo
Interview with Hunter Jackson 
By Ira “Hammerfist” Hunter & Gigantor

Absolute 
Underground: Who 
are we talking to and 
what are you most 
infamous for?
Techno Destructo: 
My name is Hunter 
Jackson, and I am most 
infamous for being one 
of the original creators 
of Gwar. I worked 
with Gwar for about 
15 years and created 
the character Techno Destructo. Actually Techno 
Destructo is before I started doing Gwar. The way 
Gwar started was, I was working on this crazy 
science fiction movie, and I got this warehouse 
space to build props and costumes. In that same 
warehouse were lots of weird bands and their 
crazy weird band ideas had a collision with my 

movie ideas, and boom! 
GWAR! I started playing 
this character who was 
the main villain, called 
Techno Destructo, who 
was this cyborg guy. He 
would come on stage and 
interrupt the show, sing a 
song, then get beat up for 
a song. 

AU: How did your wrestling career start?
TD: I’ve always been interested in wrestling. When 
I was touring with Gwar, we would write a new 
album, build a whole new show, and create a 
bunch of new characters to fight. Then after we’d 
made a big loop around the country, we would 
take those same characters and change it to a 
wrestling format. During the show, 
we would stretch ropes across 
the stage, and we would actually 
have wrestling matches as part 
of the show. The big climax of the 
show would always be the Techno 
Destructo Express, of me and my 
tag-team partner Bozo Destructo 
taking on Gwar. 

I’d been stunt-fighting 
and having these bogus 
wrestling matches for 
years, but then once 
I actually split from 
Gwar and moved to 
Philadelphia, I met some 
people who actually did wrestling, and I 
was like, “Hey, I’ve always wanted to do 
it,” so I trained with these guys. I played 
Techno Destructo with full armour and 
gear on, and did a handful of shows with 
them. 

Then when I moved out here to L.A., I 
met Sinn Bodhi, who was actually a WWE guy 
called Kizarny. Through the politics in WWE he 
ended up getting booted out. Next thing you 
know he’s starting this thing called Freakshow 
Wrestling, and that’s when I met him. My friend 
was getting married at one of his shows, and Jake 
the Snake Roberts was going to be the preacher. 
My friends in the band called the Radioactive 

Chicken Heads were going to be 
participating in the show, too. I was 
like, “Wow, this event seems like 
something to be a part of. How do I 
get on the card?” So that was my first 
adventure into wrestling out here on 
the West Coast. 

Since then, Sinn Bodhi has became 
my wrestling mentor. He’s super 
intensely crazy so he and I hit it off. 

He gave me the opportunity to really raise hell 
as Techno Destructo in the ring like I’ve always 
wanted to. 

I then met Derek Smith, who was doing a 
wrestling character called Cereal Man. He’s a big 
huge guy and the perfect adversary for Techno 
Destructo. He’s like a superhero character, he gets 

my sense of humour and what 
I want to bring to wrestling. 
He and I did a bunch of shows 
called “The Bloodbath!... for a 
balanced breakfast.”

I also got to train with Brian 
Kendrick from WWE and I went 
through his wrestling course 
for real. I had so much fun 
and I learned so much. But 
the coolest thing, if you know 
anything about 
wrestling courses, 
they usually start 
off with a bunch 
of stuff that is 

enough to kill a normal person and 
even me at 57, I got through it. 

AU: Is it true you have your own 
hot sauce?
TD: My friend Kyle Colson from 
Hella Hot Hot Sauce wanted Techno 
Destructo to sponsor a hot sauce 
product for him so we came up with 
Techno Destructo’s Garlic Death 
Grip hot sauce, and it turns out it’s 
really good. 

AU: What’s next for you in the 
world of wrestling? 
TD: I’m going to go up to Vancouver, Canada 
which is really super cool and exciting because for 
the first time I’m going to drag my whole costume 
all the way up there and raise hell! 

AU: And that event’s called Destroy Wrestling? 
What can people expect if they go to this 
show in Vancouver at the Rickshaw Theatre on 
Friday, May 17th? 
TD: I’m going to make it 
a super intensely crazy 
Gwar-style show. I bring 
the same craziness I 
brought to Gwar to 
professional wrestling. 
I’m going to plant my 
opponents head in my 
mechanical claw and 
squeeze it until his brains 
ooze out. It’s going to be 
a really unusual show and 
I’m going to bring it full 
on. I’m going to be ripping 
people open, I’m going 
to be jumping off the top 
ropes onto people. People 
are going to be lifting 
me above their head and 
smashing down on the 
ring for real. I’m going to 
take enough punishment 
to kill a normal person, and it’s going to be really 
fun. 

AU: Were you also involved in producing some 
art for Gwar?
TD: Yeah, I did a lot of the graphics for Gwar, I 
did logos, and album art. I also videotaped and 
directed a lot of the videos. I ran the fan club, I 
did the newsletter called “Mind Control Monthly.” 
Putting it out there that there is a lot more to 
Gwar than just the music. There is this whole 
mythological background, and all these big 
storylines and all these crazy weird characters. At 
the time that I was doing it, there was probably 
about 20 people in the whole group all together. 
Only about five of them were the musicians. All 
the other people made props and costumes, 
worked on art, and developed the characters.

AU: Were you on any of the albums?

TD: Since I played a lot of different characters, I 
also sang on the albums sometimes. I think there 
was a couple of different Techno Destructo songs. 
I also played Edna Grambo, who was this little old 
lady who leads the Morality Squad in a crusade 
against Gwar. Grambo was in this wheelchair that 
sort of transforms and has these giant buzzsaw 
arms that come out and hack people up. I’ve tried 
to adapt some of those crazy Gwar effects into a 
wrestling thing. 

AU: What do you like most about wrestling?
TD: One of the cool things that has happened 
with wrestling in the last decade is it’s not so 
much of a question of how real, or how much 
of a “legitimate” sport wrestling is. People are 
willing to accept the possibility that wrestling can 
be beyond that question. It’s kind of like when 

you’re a little kid and the mean asshole kid goes, 
“They’re just a bunch of puppets dude.” So what!? 
In fact, that’s one of the cool things about it. So 
what I’m trying to do is take it to the furthest 
extreme of that level.  

AU: Why is wrestling so important to you? 
TD: I think that there is a whole new attitude 
about independent wrestling. The cool thing 

about wrestling is that there’s 
lots of different kinds of stuff 
going on. I also trained Lucha-
style for a while  with this 
show here in L.A. called Lucha 
VaVoom, which is a really fun 
show because it has burlesque 
and then Lucha wrestling. 

AU: Anything else people 
should be stoked about 
for your upcoming Destroy 
Wrestling show?
TD: The Destroy Wrestling show 
that’s going to be happening 
in Vancouver at the Rickshaw 
Theatre   is going to be a good 
example of that whole new 
attitude about wrestling. I know 
that the promoter Kobra Kai 
is putting together the most 
craziest, most outrageous 
matches that he can possibly 

come up with. So this is definitely a really cool 
show worth going to see. 

AU: Do you have a website? 
TD: Mostly I communicate with people through 
Facebook. There’s a Techno Destructo Facebook 
and there’s a Hunter Jackson Facebook, and I try 
to keep the content as different as possible. Also 
there’s a lot of cool stuff on my YouTube channel 
House of Huntar, you should check out. 

AU: Final words for Canadian wrestling fans. 
TD: Don’t miss out because Destroy Wrestling is 
going to be my wildest show ever.

facebook.com/Techno-
Destructo-247152935300610/
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Date From Hell
Ven Scott
Texas based heavy metal frontman Ven Scott (Runes-
carred) has completed his directorial debut with Date 
From Hell. Running just under twelve minutes, this short 
film is full of unexpected twists and gory blood splatter. 
It goes a little something like this: Bobby and Susie find 
themselves on the worst date ever. As they argue over 
the state of their relationship in a nondescript diner, 
a lone killer out for a night of cold-blooded murder is 
watching.

The dialogue is unsurprising and the acting early on 
is very natural, providing a nice touch of “boring” old 
reality to the film. As Susie shares her dissatisfaction with 
Bobby’s lack of real money-producing employment, the 
conversational exchange gets heated and Bobby leaves 
his girlfriend behind in a tantrum, knocking over a chair 
as he leaves the diner. Feeling sorry for him, Susie later 
catches up with him and the two make up, frolicking in a 
near by abandoned infirmary. At first it seems as though 
it’s a decision she and Bobby will regret as the lone 
drifter jumps out behind the unsuspecting boyfriend 
and slits his throat.

As the blood spurts all over Susie’s face its clear these 
two are in for a fight for their lives. At least it seems clear 
at first, as Susie is inevitably straddled and knifed to 
death the unnamed killer seems to have gotten his way. 
But he soon realizes his mistake; you can’t kill what is 
already dead. Susie rips off her own face revealing her 
true self, that of a sharp-toothed zombie faced lunatic 
with sunken eye sockets. As she quickly chows down on 
the murderers jowls, his screams of death are drowned 
out by the laughter of Bobby who appears on scene, 
bloodied but also undead.

This is definitely a great horror debut that is full of subtle 
atmosphere and the quality of effects is pretty spectacu-
lar. The soundtrack is eerie when it should be during the 
suspenseful buildup and bombastic with metal guitars 
crunching out chords as the dark night turns red with 
fresh lovers’ blood in the horror scenes. It’s currently 
being submitted to festivals in North America, so check 
it out if you can.

-Dan Potter

The Golem
Epic Pictures
The Golem is the latest original film from Dread Central 
Presents. Distributed by Epic Pictures earlier this month, 
this film was developed by Israeli filmmakers Doron Paz 
and Yoav Paz. These are the same filmmakers behind the 
earlier horror film Jeruzalem (2015). Both films have been 
influenced by Jewish mythology and even the Fran-
kenstein myth, though this creature is created through 
supernatural forces and not science. This Golem has a 
purpose, to save a small Jewish village from Christian 
raiders. Very much a creepy kid film, in the vein of The 
Omen (1976) or Children of the Corn (1984), this child 
terror shows a penchant for murder. The finale brings 
out his specialty in one of the better climaxes in indie 
horror. The Golem should be put on most indie horror 
fans to-buy list.

There are some influences from other works in The 
Golem - specifically Frankenstein. Both films deal with a 
human creator generating life, but not in the usual fun 
way. Instead, other methods are used, leading to a mon-
ster being created. The Prometheus myth takes center 
stage here, as a grieving mother creates a protective 
creature, from the dirt. In the image of her dead child, 
this creature wears a stitched garment. The stitchings 
look like something from Frankenstein’s monster’s face, 
in the early 50s, late-night monster movies. However, 
this creature shows no emotion, nor does it ponder its 
creation. This golem is simply here to kill.

The central story focuses on Hannah (Hani Furstenberg). 
She is grief-stricken after losing her son in a drown-
ing accident. But now, she has even more difficulties. 
Another Lithuanian community is threatening her own. 
She turns to the Torah (Jewish Bible) for a solution. Inside 
the Torah, she finds the secret to creation, seventy-two 
secret letters, which can spell God’s hidden name. When 
she finds the solution, she creates something monstrous. 
Her child killer immediately sets to work - killing Han-
nah’s enemies. However, Hannah loses people close to 
her, too. Once you let this child genie out of the bottle, it 
is hard to put it back.

The Golem reminded this viewer of other child killer 
films. It is hard, when looking at child actor Konstantin 
Anikienko, not to think of Damien from The Omen. Both 
characters look similar. As well, they are both possessed 
by evil, to do terrible things. Also, the child killers in 
Children of the Corn are motivated by supernatural forces 
to kill. The golem is equally spiritually moved by the 
same types of forces. Though, in Children of the Corn, the 
child killers are influenced by a pagan god, whereas in 
this case the golem is possessed by the force of the Jew-
ish (and Christian) God. There are even elements of Tom 
Shankland’s The Children (2008). In these films, the child 
killers go about their work with a dead expression, show-
ing no remorse. Child killers, in film, are the worst as they 

show how innocence can be changed into something 
much more deadly.

Finally, the climax in The Golem is well set-up and execut-
ed. The conflict between two very different communities 
keeps the tension high. Events boil over when one father 
loses his oldest daughter and blames it on the Jews. 
The final showdown comes at night as one group raids 
the other. The result is a fiery conflagration, with smoke 
everywhere. The golem really gets down to business, in a 
heart-ripping fashion. Villagers are set on fire; there really 
is no stopping this invincible butcher.

The Golem was released on DVD and Blu-ray on February 
5th. The DVD transfer leaves something to be desired, 
especially during night scenes. Potential buyers are 
encouraged to pick-up the Blu-ray instead. As it is, The 
Golem is a great indie horror film. Full of great storytell-
ing and believable scenes, this film stands out for telling 
an original story. This myth has not really been put to 
film, and it is a good one. It will be interesting to see 
what the Paz brothers come up with next, as their film-
making expertise continues to improve.

-By Mike Allen

The Dirt 
10th Street Entertainment
LBI Entertainment
Say what you will about the lads from Mötley Crüe–Tom-
my Lee, Mick Mars, Vince Neil, Nikki Sixx–but after watch-
ing The Dirt, I felt rebellious again! I wanted to thrash it 
up and relive those glory days. Though their sound was 
softer when they entered their glam phase, I’m thankful 
I had Judas Priest’s hard-hitting edge to counterbalance. 
The Crüe gang had another thing coming; not every tell-
ing moment of their rise to fame was revealed. 

This biopic languished in development hell for over a de-
cade. Too much revision was done over the years, which 
turned the film into a sophomoric attempt at recounting 
the best and worst of times of the band. This film holds 
no candle to the book of the same name.

Watching the film was at least entertaining. It offered 
reasonable facsimiles of the real performers, playing up 
just how wild they became when fame went over their 
heads. They knew nothing about how to stay alive in a 
scene that’s simply nothing but sex, drugs and rock n’ 
roll. Daniel Webber played Neil, Douglas Booth was Sixx, 
Iwan Rhoen was Mars and Colson Baker became Lee.

I suspect the only reason why this film finally got made 
is that Netflix wanted to ride on the success of Bohemian 
Rhapsody, the biopic about Queen. This other work 

Absolute Film Reviews
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has accolades despite fictionalizing and marginalizing 
aspects of Freddie’s life. The same can be said for the 
Crüe movie. Amusingly, it takes on a tone of #Saved by 
the Bell when Sixx provides a few “breaking the fourth 
wall” moments. These introspective moments did not 
say anything new that fans didn’t already know, and like 
the film about Freddie, it prefers to end on a high note 
rather than low. 

Mötley Crüe had their share of individual problems. 
Although heavily marginalized (especially Neil’s daugh-
ter getting stomach cancer), compressing nearly thirty 
years of their time into a 108-minute film is simply not 
possible. Some parts work, but others do not. If this work 
is to bring the band back into the spotlight, then it did 
so in droves. All that nostalgia came riding back, as their 
hardcore hits were the highlight. Who cares if part of the 
facts are wrong.

-By Ed Sum

Heavy Trip
Juuso Laatio, Jukka Vidgren
Metalheads should unite and embark on a Heavy Trip. 
This Finnish film sees a local band from the small town 
of Taivalkoski wishing to make it in the big leagues, they 
face a lot of challenges. They have been practicing for 12 
years! The resistance from the residents (being bullied 
as queers) and a rival musician makes up the plot, but 
being respected is tougher.

To create a sound they can call their own gets amusingly 
addressed. I do not want to say what it is, since it spoils 
a significant part of the film. Other obstacles include 
stage fright and a drummer who keels over. No, this isn’t 
Spinal Tap, but when they are playing in the garage one 
day, a festival promoter discovers them and invites them 
to play.

However, to get to Norway without money or a van, they 
need to make money quick. Part of the film sees their 
hijinks to earn their keep and also have their head held 
high. The moments showing their daily life is important 
as it fleshes out who these lads are.

This road trip comedy is not without its charm. Turo 
(Johannes Holopainen) is sodden with musician’s 
remorse. He tries to keep things together, but it seems 
Jynnky (Antti Heikkinen), Lotvonen (Samuli Jaskio) and 
Pasi (Max Ovaska) know better. Well, maybe. Pasi puts on 
makeup ala KISS, but behaves more like the sad clown 
from many a French film. There’s no psycho circus here. 
Turo is especially very timid, especially when expressing 
his feelings to Miia (Minka Kuustonen). This subplot mat-
ters as it represents how Turo gains confidence.

The band is very earnest about their music. They know 
their stuff, and the jokes can get missed by those who do 
not know their metal. The humour lies in the meta refer-
ences. While it’s difficult to know the scene, especially in 
Europe, I laughed more at the Blues Brother reference. 
Instead of I’m on a mission from God, it’s the adversary 
that gets referenced.

I enjoyed how this film defines the ‘Heavy Metal’ lifestyle. 
It has nothing to do with the costumes or the attitude, 
but rather with the situations that can befall many who 
take on that “look.” No, we are not talking about Motley 
Crue or anything as whacked behind the scenes. Say 
what you will about Black Sabbath, but it’s not simply 
about sex, drugs and rock n’ roll. How this film defines 
the genre, Pasi said it best: “mythology, occultism, Satan-
ism, [and] crappy fantasy literature.”

-By Ed Sum
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subculture
By wendythirteen

It seems like the internet has become an 
unapologetic apocalypse of backpedalling 
arguments.  A bombardment of bullshit. Every 
day is April Fool’s Day with the sharing of false 
‘facts’ and even shit that is true seems absurd, 
especially in the political sphere. Where has the 
concept of moral character disappeared to? 
Humanity has eroded to a point of outraged 
online reactions being the go to. If you’re not up 
in arms about the latest trending buzzworded 
cliche, you are perceived as unempathetic. But 
that is as far as it goes. Talk minus Action equals 
Zero. D.O.A. stated that beauty in 1991. I’ve never 
forgotten that.

On the opposite spectrum, how does throwing a 
slice of shitty cheese at a baby, cat, dog or friend 
attract millions of people simultaneously thinking 
“this is great.” Absurd distractions. All foolish fun 

until someone loses a mindless eye.

Freeing my inner pessimist, I made a ‘Things 
I Loathe’ list a couple weeks back. Man, it was 
lengthy. I worry about the levelling up that is 
occurring in my sarcasm and suspicion brain 
regions. My view of humanity is getting bleak. 
After a year of being a door gal I often see the 
dregs of human behaviour. I feel like I led a 
sheltered life before, being a venue owner slash 
promoter. Life was more behind the scenes then, 
as opposed to the  abusive front line displays I 
now encounter. Sobriety is only elevating my 
skewed vision of the world. I’m the perfect storm 
of Misanthrope 101.

Everything has devolved to focus on the haves 
and have-nots. Community seems like a lost cause 
and unpractised art. Why put in the blood, sweat 
and tears to achieving something when you can 
buy it? You see examples of this with bands that 
have bought their social media audiences. Even 
the fact that being a Social Media Influencer is 
now an occupation irks me. Get paid to lie. Swell. 
I guess the people that care about ‘Keeping 
up with the Jones’ will swallow what you’re 

pretending you dig. 
Look at all the Fyre 
debacle attendees 
that got gobsmacked 
by a slick Instagram video.

Never has beating a dead horse 
been so stylish. I saw an ad by West 
Jet promoting a ‘joke’ spinoff of the 
Fyre festival to sell airplane seats 
called Flyre Sale. Huh?! Hey ad 
people. You do know that festival 
was a scam and built on an elitist 
boozy pipedream right? I don’t see 
that without the scepticism about 
these plane tickets being an iffy 
good deal on a 737MAX.

I was once told by a social media 
hater that I was too old to be 
relevant, and I needed to retire.  I 
would rather be steadfast in the 
knowledge that I did the work 
to accomplish what I did, than 
to fake my way through life with 
unauthentic purchased hype.

What has happened to integrity? 
Canadian politicians are thrown out 
of their group for not compromising 
constitutional principles. The American 
government has a dangerous, Pinocchio style 
xenophobe in charge. Dictator governments 
still exist that quash their peoples liberty and 
freedoms based on archaic religious beliefs.  Who 
are these people eating this shit up? It’s very 
disappointing. Twenty first century awareness at 
their fingertips while casting human rights back 
to the oppressive dark ages.

There is such a disconnect between the 
Mainstream and the Underground, where I 
reside, that it is bewildering to muse on where 
the fuck these unaware people come from. The 
Underground has always fought as, with and 
for the underdog. I’m glad real people like Joe 
Keithley and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez have 
finally arrived on the political scene to shake shit 

up. I’m frankly pretty sick of the uncaring suits 
that don’t give a shit about the quality of life on 
earth and giving toxic industries carte blanche 
to destroy the environment based on monetary 
profits.

Some days I can just feel the words, ‘what the fuck 
is wrong with you?!’ screaming from my brain. I’ve 
been off social media far more than on it these 
days. Not necessarily taking a break but trying to 
cling to the remaining shreds of optimism in my 
psyche. Sunshine and Lollipops.

As another blow to happiness, Vancouver lost one 
of my favorite First Wave punks last month. I’ll 
miss his contagious smile and laugh. It was hard 
to maintain the snap to my surly around him. Rest 
easy, Zip.

nobollocks.ca

absolute subculture
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HARPOON

Canada, 2019, 83 min

Rivalries, dark secrets, and sexual tension emerge when three best 
friends fnd themselves stranded on a yacht in the middle of the ocean 
under suspicious circumstances.

SUNDAY, APRIL 28 | 6:30 PM

KNIFE + HEART   

France, 2018, 102 min

In the summer of 1979, gay porn producer Anne sets out to flm her 
most ambitious flm yet, but her actors are picked off, one by one, by a 
mysterious killer.

FRIDAY, APRIL 26 | 9:30 PM

MUTANT BLAST

Portugal, 2018, 81 min

A fearless soldier and a man with superhuman strength are being 
pursued by a military cell responsible for scientifc experiments that 
have resulted in a zombie apocalypse.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27 | 11:59 PM

ASSASSINAUT

United States, 2019, 75 min

A science-fiction adventure film about heroic children who brave alien 
planets, creatures, and wilderness in a historical mission to space. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 25 | 9:30 PM

SATURDAY, APRIL 27 | 4:15 PM

THE DEAD CENTER

United States, 2018, 93 min

A hospital psychiatrist’s own sanity is pushed to the edge when a 
frightened amnesiac patient insists that he has died and brought 
something terrible back from the other side.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24 | 9:45 PM

FRIDAY, APRIL 26 | 4:00 PM

F*** YOU ALL: THE UWE BOLL STORY

Canada / United States, 2018, 96 min

A documentary focused on the career and personal life of the flmmaker 
notoriously known as the world’s worst director.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27 | 9:15 PM

NEKROTRONIC

Australia, 2018, 99 min

A group of demon-hunters known as Nekromancers must battle with 
evil forces to stop a demonic corporate billionaire’s plot to devour the 
souls of a million human being.

FRIDAY, APRIL 26 | 11:59 PM

RED LETTER DAY

Canada, 2019, 76 min

A recently divorced mother of two receives mysterious letters 
instructing her and her teenage children to kill the people in their letters 
before they kill them.

FRIDAY, APRIL 26 | 7:00 PM

VIOLENCE VOYAGER

Japan, 2018,  84 min    

En route to another village, two kids go looking for a fabled shortcut 
through the mountain. Instead, they stumble upon an amusement park 
called Violence Voyager, and that’s when everything goes to shit.

THURSDAY, APRIL 25 | 11:30 PM 
SUNDAY, APRIL 28 | 11:30 AM

CHECK OUT THESE FILMS & 21 OTHER FEATURES, 33 SHORTS, LIVE 
PERFORMANCES, PANELS, PLUS OUR FREE CUFFCADE OVER THE 7 DAY FESTIVAL
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Titty Titty 
Bong Bong
Do you enjoy a good ol’ 
marijuana cigarette? Do you 
enjoy seeing lovely ladies? So do 
the producers 
of Titty Titty 
Bong Bong! 
Meet Larrissa 
Champagne 
and April Ace. 

These two 
dope babes 
bring the glitz 
and glam 
of classic 
burlesque 
striptease 
and combine 
it with the 
hilarity of pot-
smoking. Titty 
Titty Bong 
Bong is an 
island original, 
with last year being the first year 
to expand to two cities! With 
great success comes a great 
return, in the form of the third 
annual show, set to hit both 
Nanaimo and Victoria again 
this year! Larrissa Champagne 

and April Ace are happy to 
bring their special performers 
to the stage along with 
great giveaways from Island 
sponsors. What to expect from 
this burlesque show: a friggin’ 
good time! Expect some good, 
clean fun splattered with adult 
humour (think, Sir Mix-A-Lot 

meets That 70’s Show)! Celebrate 
the legalization of marijuana 
with the liberation of breasts 
(and the rest)!
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Brandon Cruz
Interview by Jason Lamb

Absolute Underground: I want to start off 
by asking you about the difference between 
Know, that you are now doing shows with, and 
Dr. Know. From what I can sort 
of gather you’re Know here in 
North America, and Dr. Know in 
Europe. Is that correct? 
Brandon Cruz: Well, it’s pretty 
much like every band. It’s a weird 
history and lineage, and many 
lineup changes. So the band 
was started by three guys, and 
of those three, two of them still 
play music to a degree. Ismael 
Hernandez is the bass player in 
KNOW and was the bass player in 
Dr. Know for most of their career. He’s an original 
co-founding member. So Kyle Toucher, who is the 
guitar player and wrote a lot of the songs, but not 

all the lyrics, is the guy who sang 
after me. I was the first singer… 
it’s so complicated. They were 
like a garage band and had three 
singers before me. They played 
a couple of shows live, but the 
singers never worked out. The 
first singer was my friend Joey, 
then Ron from Stalag 13, then 
this guy Rick who got too many 
headaches because he yelled too 
loud. Then they got me because 
my band in another town was 
breaking up. They were looking 
for a new singer, I knew who they 
were, we rehearsed, we did a gig. 
It just kind of went that easily, 
and that was in ‘81 or something. 
We all were in the band, and 
the band went into pretty early 
crossover metal. Of course we 
stole from Black Flag, Discharge, 

and Black Sabbath. I quit in ‘83. The band went 
on to do stuff, Mystic proceeded to put of a best 
of in ‘87 which confused people because it was 
called “Dr Know ‘The Original Group,’ featuring 
me, which I don’t know why he did that. And 
then he told a bunch of lies on the back cover, 

like it was produced 
at ABC by Dick Clark. 
Which it wasn’t. We did it 
ourselves for like $400. Kyle 
eventually trademarked 
and copyrighted Dr. Know. 
Probably spent way too 
much money for that, but 
it’s an in fight that I don’t 
even fight. He did it, and I 
went “Oh, I guess we can’t 
be called Dr. Know in the 
States so we’ll call ourselves 
Know.” But we bill it as 

ex-members of Dr. Know playing the punk songs 
of Dr. Know. We don’t play the metal stuff. I mean, 
all of it kind of always had a bit of metal to it, even 

the Discharge ripoffs. 

AU: Yeah, it’s hardcore. 
BC: Well, I personally hate the word 
hardcore. Madball,  Agnostic Front, and Cro-Mags 
are friends of mine, but we don’t sound like them. 
That’s not our sound. So if they play hardcore, 
then we definitely don’t. It’s like the word mosh. 
In my day people were slam dancing, moshing 
came from the East Coast. Moshing, mosh pit, and 
circle pit are all just foreign to me because they 
didn’t exist in the beginning I 
remember pogoing and doing 
the worm, and stupid shit like 
that.

AU: Nobody does the worm 
anymore. 
BC: Well you get run over by the 
people chasing you in the circle. 

AU: I’m heading to Rebellion 
festival again this year and 
I see you guys are on the 
line-up 
BC: We’re on the line up as Dr. 
Know because in Europe we 
can call it Dr. Know. Before that 
we are on tour with Poison Idea. 

AU: I had no idea you lived in Denmark. I 
though you still lived 
in California. 
BC: Some people said 
that if Trump gets 
elected, I’m moving. 
I’m the only one that 
did. 

AU:  Tell us about 
when you were 
singing with the Dead 
Kennedys.  
BC: I came in to sing 
because they were 

doing a one time reunion show and Jello would 
not be a part of it because he just got found guilty 
of stealing $200,000 from them. That’s the fact, he 
defrauded the band and he was found guilty of it. 
Whatever else happened, most of it was bullshit. 
There was never a Levi’s commercial. So Jello, can 
say all that he wants but when you get caught 
and you’re guilty and you 
don’t want to tell truth, you 
say other things. So Jello said 
a lot of other things. Like he 
said I was a scab, when there is 
no punk rock union. He said I 
shouldn’t be performing, that 
they should have gotten Gary 
Coleman or some other ex-kid 
actor. Two key things there, ex 
and child means I used to be 
both of them when I was six to 
thirteen. So I’ve been in bands 
longer than I was in TV or in a 
movie or two. That really has 
nothing to do with me now, or 
me being in the band.

AU: You were given an opportunity that was 
pretty exciting for someone into Punk Rock.  
BC: A lot of bands have changed vocalists. Black 
Flag notoriously had four, five with Mike Vallely, 
Black Sabbath has Dio, Journey changed singers. 
So many groups have changed singers, there are 
so many bands with only one original member. If 
you want to see Dr. Know sung 
by the first singer, you can come 
hear it. Ultimately I want to be 
on stage singing songs that I 
like to people that want to hear 
them. 

AU: Are you in any other 
bands?  
BC: I have a band called Ass 
Bastard in Copenhagen, I sing 
and play kazoo. We do really obscure covers of 
early American punk rock. It’s an acoustic guitar, 
he doesn’t want to do leads. We don’t have a 
drummer, the guy sits on a cajon and bangs on 
a box, and we have an electric bass player. When 
there are leads in a song I play the kazoo and 
we do songs by The Feeders, The Weirdos, The 
Butthole Surfers, Fred Cross, and Flipper. I pass 
out a bunch of kazoos to the audience and they 
do leads with us, doing “Sex Bomb” by Flipper. It’s 
fucking hysterical. That’s really the happy place 

for me, just doing stupid shit for no good reason 
other than it’s fun. I’ve only ever wanted to do it 
for fun. Punk rock gave me a good break from that 
whole Eddie shit, being on TV. But once I found 
it, I was so taken by this whole thing, starting a 
band, being in a band, performing in a band that 
it just became what I did. The punk ethos spoke 

to me as a kid. I grew up 
different, and I didn’t fit in 
everywhere because I was 
famous when I was a little 
kid. That was weird. My 
initial trips into punk rock, 
nobody cared who I was. 
Everybody was escaping 
something, or running 
toward something, which 
was freedom. I was into 
it really early when I was 
a young teenager, and it 
was kinda scary. I’ll admit 
it, punk rock was fucking 
scary. They were a lot older, 

there were a lot of drugs. It kind of put me off of 
it for awhile. Then some friends reintroduced me 
to it and it was a whole new thing. I knew the 
Ramones, Blondie, Devo, New York stuff, early 
L.A. hardcore and I was like wow, this is the adult 
world now. I was 14 or 15 and it was a bit much, 
but when I was 17-18, I kind of got back into it. 

AU: What are your thoughts on Rebellion Fest? 
BC: When you’re at Rebellion and you see all the 
70s punk. The mohawks, the trihawks, the multi 
colours, the painted jackets it’s English punk 
rock blown up a million times. There’s punks, 
there’s rude boys, there’s teddies, there’s ten of 
everything and then a thousand of one. It’s just 
overwhelming. 

AU: Rebellion had a real sense of love and 
friendship and everyone hugging each other.  
BC: The idiot jock scene isn’t well represented 
there. Rebellion is a big love fest because it’s a 
gathering with all these people that just vibe. 
Love was not a common theme in punk rock. 
Although, The Damned had “Love Song,” which 

was a very early punk rock 
song. It was a very violent 
and nihilistic, and dangerous 
scene. Which it was, LA in 
the 80s were really fucking 
dangerous and punk gigs 
were crazy. There were a 
couple of people and a 
couple gangs that thought 
it was up to them to control 
people and police each 
other. It really ruined things. 
All the girls left. We’re just 
going to play with a bunch 
of sweaty bald guys, nothing 
weird here. 

AU: Did I hear that you’re coming here in July 
for a Jaks reunion? Are you going to playing or 
just attending? 
BC: Yes, we are trying to figure that out. I may 
form another version of Know/Dr. Know. I did that 
last year in Texas with a bunch of Jaks and some 
of their friends and they were great, we played 
twice.

AU: And you know Willy Jak as well, 
right? 
BC: I know Willy well, we toured with 
Dayglos, we were on the same label 
with them. I see Willy quite often, he’s 
awesome.

AU: You were in the movie 
Thrashin’? 
BC: That’s one I’ll claim.

AU: Anything else to mention? 
BC: I’m 56. I haven’t done drugs or alcohol in 
years, I don’t give a fuck what anyone thinks of 
me anymore. Dude, I’m 56. You may have been 
able to change me in my formative years but your 
opinion now it not really going to change the 
outcome of my day. I just do what I do, I like what 
I do. If someone wants to get in my way, good 
luck. 

www.thezone.fm/punk

the punk show
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The Flaying - Angry, Undead
PRC Music
Blasting out dense clusters of brutal death metal that 
could blacken even the bluest of skies, this French Ca-
nadian four-piece has returned to channel the anger of 
the half-dead on their second album.  Machine gun-like 
staccato grooves are the primary source of intensity as 
lockstep drumming enhances the brutality to an even 
more morbid level.

The mission statement of expressing a general hatred 
of humanity is apt, as these songs are definitely an ode 
to machines; guitar riffs become shifting gear heads 
that sound as though their purpose is to crush as many 
human skulls as possible.  French lyrics are barked out 
with no remorse like on “La Valse du Scorpion” where 
venomous rage is spread very enthusiastically.

Adding a range of interesting grooves and moments of 
layered ambience makes this new album worth checking 
out among the piles of other death metal releases.

-Dan Potter

Red Cain - Kindred: Act I
Independent
Lots of melody and heavy riffs mingle together, creating 
a modern fusion of both power metal and death metal.  
First track, “Snakebouquet” has ripping guitar lead and a 
surging forward sound that is reminiscent of Never-
more at their most inspired.  The vocals are epic in their 
strength and the lyrics bring a dark enchantment to the 
table, which is a welcome addition.

“Midnight Sarabande” is full on metal with weaving solos 
that glue the stabbing drum rhythms together.  Also, Red 
Cain is one part electronic/goth as this track brings out 
that inclination towards an almost Depeche Mode-like 
bleakness. A brutal dance commences on “All is Violence,” 
where the riffs become a furious blackened death 
hellscape.  The swirling melodies on this track and the 
crushing guitar playing are enough to bring about a form 
of audio induced vertigo.

Kobra Paige makes a guest appearance on album closer 
“Wing of the Crow,” bringing this bleak symphonic 
masterpiece to a perfect summit where moody guitar 
lines blast into full-tilt power choruses that are super 
memorable.

-Dan Potter

Hellnite - Midnight Terrors

Sliptrick Records
Early thrash pioneers are all over this nugget of fast-
paced speed metal.  The track “Phantom Force” blazes 
through segments of classic bay area riffage calling to 
mind the beginnings of Megadeth with tight, palm-
muted guitar playing that switches rhythmic passages in 
a bi-polar sort of way.

It’s not all inner ear damaging blitzes, as soft guitar 
plucking starts off “Darker than Black,” calling to mind 
the tendencies of Cliff Burton.  Fast dissonant chugging 
ensues bringing the intensity up with a totally annihilat-
ing buildup that would make Slayer blush.  

This is a solid debut from multi-instrumentalist Paolo 
Belmar, who has clearly done his metal research.

-Dan Potter

Gone Cosmic - Sideways in Time
Kozmik Artifactz
Wah-wah drenched guitar solos reminiscent of various 
Jeff Beck 70s era bands rear their heads on “Dazed” a 
great southern-rock meets stoner-rock track. “Deadlock” 
gets much darker with a doom-laden feel that features 
the soaring vocals of Abbie Thurgood and a lurching 
groove that would make a great Halloween anthem.

Each song is well over the three-minute mark, showing 
you this band has come to rock in the most thorough 
way possible. Plenty of big 70s arena rock moments like 
the Zeppelin-esque break down on “Deadlock” where 
Abbie sings, “the universe has taken what it needed, 
and now you’re left.” Lots of hard blues and fuzz faces to 
ensure the songs soak up into your very being.

This is an excellent debut album from a band that has 
clearly let their songs brew extra long for a real rich 
sound.

-Dan Potter

Getaway Van - Getaway Van
Independent
Think desert-rock meets a haze of smokey upbeat Sab-
bathian doom. Songs like “Branches” bring to mind High 
on Fire, but at a glacial tempo that allows for the AC/DC 
vibes to seep out like genie gas.  

Short and sweet track “Ugh” is like a more political 
Queens of the Stone Age, where country inspired lyrical 
stories are combined with wailing blues riffs in this 
up-tempo rock track. “You Make Everything” is a grungey 
sing-along track that screams 70s rock with a bizarre 

whammy pedal guitar solo.

Overall this is a decent first album, as “So Long” closes 
this debut with some Seattle edged country fuzz-rock 
that Mark Lanegan would have no problem bellowing 
out.

-Dan Potter

Frankie C. - Cellular Damascus
Independent
Shredders and headbangers will remember Frankie C. 
as the guitarist who won the first “Shredders of Metal” 
guitar competition hosted by Banger TV. Now he has re-
leased his debut EP and it is full of winning high-octane 
riffs and scorching leads.

Wicked sweep techniques are employed on “Fall of the 
Hammer,” where the power-metal melodies ring out over 
top chunky chord progressions. The middle part of the 
song has a section that Jason Becker used to be able to 
play back in the day, very impressive arpeggios played at 
light speed.  There is definitely some Yngwie on the title 
track “Cellular Damascus,” but it’s played in a more mod-
ern metal way in that it isn’t as repetitive as Malmsteen 
but has melodies that are relentless nonetheless.  

Something for everyone is what this short EP has in store, 
with its impressive sense of melody and heavy riffage. 
And of course, the shredders out there can marvel at the 
flawless execution of triplets and two fingered tapping 
techniques that only masters like Frankie can pull off.

-Dan Potter

Backstabber - Conspiracy Theorist
Independent
Inspired by conspiracies, philosophy and world history 
this death/thrash metal trio unleashes their first furious 
and maniacal album. Each track is fierce and short like a 
boxcutter tearing through your psyche with crazy lyrical 
themes. Speed is definitely their friend as the breakneck 
rhythms are hammered out like time itself is running 
short.

“No Privacy” is barked out caveman style. Old computer 
modem sounds glitch out from under the Kataklysm-
influenced speed riffs and blast beats bringing back the 
past internet in all its naive primitivism. Keeping things 
simple is an objective of this band, aesthetically speak-
ing.  Taking palm muted death riffs and savaging them to 
pieces over super intense drumming is sure to loosen a 
few teeth in the mosh-pit.

Low growling vocals on “Geo Engineering” spews the poi-
son relentlessly and would surely make the cave walls in 
the hollow earth vibrate with fury. Think what you may, 
is the slogan of our time, but this band is undoubtedly a 

well oiled-up metal festival destroying machine. 

-Dan Potter

Accursed Spawn - The Virulent Host
PRC Music
This Ottawa-based band plays a form of vicious 
technical-death metal that keeps things bloody and 
simple. Opening track “Bhopal ‘84” is a fast blitzkrieg that 
enlists pummeling guitar riffs to thrash you into a brain-
less state of rage.

Brutality is a dish best served with scorching guitar solos 
and this group delivers big time, dropping some fast 
licks to up the complexity a bit, but not to much as that 
would be too civilized. “Interrogated Bludgeonment” 
brings with it deep squealing barnyard vocals that mesh 
with the churning riffage; there is enough torque here to 
turn your brains to sausage. With cartilage ripping palm-
muted rhythms you are taken through the horrors of a 
life gone wrong on “Shotgun Facelift.” 

“Dogmatic Affliction” is full of vertigo-inducing death 
metal enhanced guitar tapping and sweeping, enough to 
make you start chasing your own pony tail. It’s a sick trip 
through metal extremism.

-Dan Potter

Oculum Dei - Dreams of Desire and Torment
Independent
Priest-terrorizing blackened death metal is the style this 
group has honed into a Pazuzu awakening froth of spiri-
tual hatred.  In their words, they want to push this eclec-
tic unholy blasphemy as far as it would go and “Kingdom 
of Hell” reveals this desire to paint the whore world black.  
There’s definitely some old-school black metal on this 
track that is reminiscent of early Emperor but also calls to 
mind contemporary groups like Carach Angren.

Miserable bass-centered breakdowns keep things drear 
and sudden blast beats emerge to terrorize your rhyth-
mic sensibility as nothing remains in stasis for long.  If 
you reanimated a rotting corpse from a graveyard these 
are the lyrics it would write, and the wretched vocal 
delivery does sound like that larynx has spent about a 
month six feet under decomposing in the cool soil below.

Tectonic double kick drums and flanged out guitar bursts 
rip through the psyche of the living on “Blinded by Gods,” 
which ends sounding like a more vicious Behemoth. This 
is a great debut full of spontaneity and bottled up rage 
hopefully they stay on the same righteous path.

-Dan Potter 

Absolute Album Reviews

www. BCCancerResearchRocks.com
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Walter Lure
The Last Heartbreaker 
L.A.M.F. - Part 1
Interview by Ira Hunter and Jason Matthew Shane Maher

Photo by Spencer Lloyd

1975... Jerry Nolan and Johnny Thunders quit the 
New York Dolls. Back in NYC, they immediately 
contact ex-Television bassist Richard Hell to start 
a new band. Another guitarist joins, his name...    
Walter Lure (ex-Demons). The Heartbreakers are 
born. Very soon, everybody is talking about them. 

Johnny Thunders and The Heartbreakers is the 
band to see, and everyone wants to be seen with 
them. By the following year Hell is out of the band 
and he starts The Voidoids, he’s replaced by Billy 
Rath and The Heartbreakers relocate to London 
where they join The Sex Pistols on their aborted 
1976 tour. They release the famous Chinese 
Rocks single, before putting out their debut LP, 
L.A.M.F. Walter writes/co-writes some of the finest 
Heartbreakers tunes, they all become instant 
classics (“Too Much Junky Business”, “Get Off The 
Phone”, “One Track Mind”, “All by Myself”). 

The group moves back to NYC, their break-up 
announced by the end of ‘77 and followed by 
a number of farewell shows. The Heartbreakers 
resurface on very rare occasions and a live album 
is recorded in ‘84, the same year their debut LP 
is remixed and released as L.A.M.F Revisited. 
During that period, Walter also helps out the 
Ramones on a couple of albums (Subterranean 
Jungle, Too Tough To Die). He also performs with 
The Blessed, with whom he releases a single. In 
1990 the Heartbreakers perform their final show 
merely months before the tragic death of Johnny 
Thunders, which is soon followed by Jerry Nolan. 

In the late 70s and 80s, Walter has a few bands 
such as The Hurricanes and The Heroes before 
he finally starts The Waldos. In ‘95 The Waldos 
release a full-length album titled Rent Party, which 
is produced by Andy Shernoff (The Dictators), 
Walter Lure is currently embarking on a tour and 
performing classic tracks off The Heartbreakers’ 
L.A.M.F. album. 

Please read the following interview answers in a 
New York accent...

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking to? 
Walter Lure: Walter Lure, the original guitar 

player for Johnny 
Thunders and The 
Heartbreakers and 
currently the guitar player with Walter Lure and 
the Waldos. We just released a second album back 
in August. So that’s who I am music-wise. 

AU: Were you a fan of the New York Dolls 
previous to them breaking up? 
WL: Yeah. All through the 60s me and a friend 
used to go to concerts at the Fillmore in New 
York. We always liked the British bands because 
they dressed better and I liked the guitar players 
better. But any time I went to a concert, at the 
Fillmore or wherever, even at Woodstock, and 
Atlantic City Rock Festival, I would always see this 
kid, dressed up with high-
heeled boots and velvets, 
stuff that was popular back 
then with the British bands. 
He would see me and I 
would see him and stuff 
and we would just sorta 
shake our heads at one 
another. I never really met 
the guy at all. Then the first 
time I went to see the New 
York Dolls, we didn’t know 
anything about them. I just 
went down there because 
it was a big party, and then 
all of a sudden I’m like, 
“Shit, there’s that kid I’ve 
been seeing around for 
the last six or eight years 
going to concerts up on the stage,” and it turned 
out to be Johnny Thunders. I loved them because 
it was like the Dolls... to this day I call them 
the Grandmothers of Punk Rock because they 
changed the whole scenario of music at that time. 

At the time, rock music, whether it was The 
Grateful Dead, Rolling Stones, or Led Zeppelin, 
they were playing these longer songs like, you 
know, ten-minute songs. Iron Butterfly did a 
whole side of an album as one song. It wasn’t like 
the two or three minute hit singles that used to 
be popular in the early days of rock. I guess you 
call them masturbatory solos because it got to 
be boring after a while. And so the Dolls were 
the first ones to really bring rock music back to 
the good old two or three minute fast rock songs 
that I loved. It was a shot in the arm to the whole 
music scene. New York wasn’t really a music 
mecca until the Dolls came on the scene and 
changed everything. To me, I loved them because 
they brought music back to what I always loved 
in rock’n’roll: short, fast, catchy songs. So with the 
Dolls starting, it drove all these other bands out of 
the closet, so to speak. 

There was really no venues, there was no music 
scene until the Dolls 
started, and all of a sudden 
you’d get these types of 
places like The Mercer Arts 
Center having shows. Then 
the clubs started having 
bands. CBGBs opened a 
little later. Max’s Kansas City 
had been open but didn’t 
really have bands ‘til later 
on. The first time I saw the 
Dolls was at The Mercer 
Arts Center. They had about 
like five or six different 
stages and rooms where 
there would be different 
acts going on. I saw Jayne 
County there one time 
sitting on top of a toilet bowl singing. There was 
other bands like The Planets, The Fast, who would 
become part of the punk scene in New York. It 
became a scene there and the Dolls were the 
headliners because the Dolls were the best band. 
The Dolls became big but then they didn’t last 
very long, which was bittersweet, but it ended up 
to my benefit. The Dolls really started the whole 
punk scene. 

AU: Were you in school or working at this time?
WL: I was out of college, I was working at the 
time. This is like 1972 or ‘73 and I’m working in 
the Food and Drug Administration as a chemist. I 
still tell people that I had to test the drugs before 
I started taking them. But I had been playing 
music, I was in a band in college. I met some local 

musicians in school and then we decided to put 
a band together. I played my first ever gig just 
after I graduated in 1970. This band was called 
The Bloodbath Revue or later on just Bloodbath 
and it was a cover band. We’d play like Stooges, 
or Stones, or Bowie stuff. As the scene was 
starting with the Dolls and all these other bands, 
I wanted to get into a band that was doing some 
original stuff. So I started looking in the Village 
Voice classifieds and I answered a few ads. Then 
one thing came along “Band in Brooklyn needs 
a guitar player.” so I went and auditioned for it. 
Actually the guitar player in the band at the time 

was Mark Bell’s twin 
brother Freddie, who 
is a good guitar player 
that had some mental 
issues, and this is long 
before Mark was in the 
Ramones. 

So I played in this band. 
We played like one or 
two gigs with some 
original stuff and some 
covers. The band was 
called Stray Cats. So 
Freddie is gone and 
this guy Marty comes 
in as the other guitar 
player. He was the one 
who actually sold me 

the guitar that I used in The Heartbreakers that 
I still use today, that Les Paul. So then he knows 
this guy in Manhattan named Eliot Kidd who is 
starting a band called The Demons. So we go to 
meet him and it turns out Eliot is a friend of the 
New York Dolls, he deals drugs to the Dolls. The 
Demons used to rehearse in the Dolls’ rehearsal 
loft on 23rd street right next to the Chelsea Hotel 
when the Dolls were out on tour.

We have our first gig at Club 82 coming up, which 
I guess you’d call a lesbian bar, that was sort of 
owned by the Mob. Before the gig happens we 
found out the Dolls broke up down in Florida. 
Johnny Thunders and Jerry Nolan are coming 
back to New York and they were starting a new 
band with Richard Hell called The Heartbreakers. 
Supposedly Jerry and Johnny got the name from 
Sylvain Sylvain who thought of it a while back. 
When they left the Dolls they decided to go with 
The Heartbreakers, which was even before Tom 
Petty started calling his band The Heartbreakers. 

So Johnny and Jerry come to The Demons first 
show because they know Eliot, they’re probably 
getting drugs or something, and they feel like 
seeing the band. After the show’s over I’m walking 
up the stairs and Johnny pulls me over and says, 

“Don’t tell Eliott but do you 
want to join the band?” 
and I go, “What band? Your 
band?” and he goes, “Yeah 
yeah,” So I’m going like “Oh 
shit,” so I said, “Yeah”. So 
they’re having auditions. 
So I went in there and 
they had a couple songs 
“Want To Be Loved” and 
“Blank Generation”. So I 
played all of it and they 
told me they liked it but 
I didn’t hear anything for 
the next month or two 
so I’m thinking, “I guess 
they must have gotten 
someone else.”

Then The Demons have a gig opening up for The 
Heartbreakers out in Queens at a place called 
the Coventry Club. Johnny, Jerry, and Richard do 
The Heartbreakers show. This was the first gig 
that they played. I don’t remember seeing them 
anywhere else as a three-piece and they sounded 
ok but they were a little thin; they definitely 
needed a second guitar player. And then that 
night after the show I was sitting at the bar and 
Jerry comes up and asks me, “Did you like any of 
those songs that you played at the audition?” and 
I’m like, “Yeah, I liked them all. I thought they were 
great,” and he goes, “Well, do you want to join the 
band?” So that was it, I was a Heartbreaker.

walterlure.bandcamp.com
cleorecs.com/walter-lure-the-waldos

blast from the past
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Corey McIntosh
Interview by Malcolm Hassin

Absolute Underground: Who are we speaking 
with here today?
CM: Corey McIntosh

AU: You have a middle name?
CM: Corey James McIntosh

AU: Where did you grow up?
CM: Coquitlam, BC

AU: How long have you been skating for?

CM: 13 years, started when I 
was 11.

AU: What’s your most 
memorable skate moment?
CM: In San Francisco, we went 
on this trip last spring, and 
middle of the night at our 
hostel were talking about all 
the hills we’re going to bomb, 
then it was, “Fuck it guys, let’s 
go bomb a hill right now.” Three 
in the morning and everyone’s 
stoked to go bomb a hill, and 
everyone doesn’t move or do 
anything except for one guy, 
Tyjae, he said, “Let’s go, I’ll show 
you this one I did last week. So 
we’re climbing this hill and it is 
one of those hill-flat-hill-flat-hill, 
like holy shit this is pretty hefty. 
He shows me a video of him 
doing it, power sliding down, 
and I am kinda drunk and fired 
up. We get to the top, I am 
kinda like diving board style, 
we don’t stare down at the 

bottom, once you start walking, turn around and 
drop in. It was the fastest I have ever gone on my 
skateboard in my entire life. It was one of those 
you feel like you should die kind of moments, but 
you make it through.

AU: Did you get crazy speed wobbles?
CM: The entire way through, the whole way. I 
made it down the first flat and was like, oh fuck 
there’s two more to go, and at the bottom of the 
third, full explosion on the flat, and skidded across 
the intersection on my back like turtle-style, and 
was completely fine, burnt a huge hole in my 
jacket, but completely fine. We end up skating 
around downtown San Fran, screaming at the top 
of our lungs, “I’M ALIVEEE,” losing our minds. That’s 

probably my most memorable skate moment, 
coming close to death.

AU: Who and what influences you?
CM: People who are true to their own thing, 
honest to themselves hold true to their own 
morals, authentic people.

AU: Fuck one, marry one, kill one: Oprah, Ellen, 
or Ricky Lake?
CM: I am a millennial, who is Ricky Lake?

AU: She was a hot talk show host in the 90s.
CM: Okay, so she’s hot, I will fuck her, marry Oprah, 
and kill Ellen.

AU: Favourite parks to skate?
CM: Oh Hastings Beach, the new New West 
skatepark, Orcas Island, Railside in PoCo, “The 
Motherland,” the park I grew up skating, and just 
any skatepark that’s close to water. Slocan, they 
have a park, liquor store, beach all two minutes 
from each other, it’s the best place in the world.

AU: Best prank you have pulled?
CM: This is one that Seb showed me, and I did 
it this weekend in Victoria at samji birthday. On 
somebody’s birthday, you secretly go order them 
a muffdiver from the bartender, tell them not 
to put a shot inside the muffdiver, go and serve 
it to your friend, and obviously tell them don’t 
use your hands, dig in deep, bug them to not 
make you waste this shot right now, face covered 
in whip cream. Seb did it to me two times in a 
row on my birthday. Basically got pressured the 
second time, I knew what was coming.

AU: Any stories from Orcas Island?
CM: It was crazy when Karl the dog died, the 
whole day leading up to it was crazy. I remember 
that morning, I never knew how old Karl was, 
and was like, “Hey how old is Karl, by the way?” 
“Oh he’s getting there, he’s eight, which is pretty 
old for a bulldog,” and we’re getting to the camp 
ground, and Macallum tries to leave him in the 

car, because the hike is bit gnarly for him, then 
Karl starts losing his mind, I’ve never seem him 
like that. Then we were like, “Ok whoa dude, we 
will take you,” and we get to the spot that they 
camp at every year, then he didn’t want to leave, 
so had to be carried back. He had a full normal 
day, then when we got back to that spot, he just 
climbed up into the tent, went to sleep, and never 
woke up, like he was waiting to get to that spot, 
it was crazy. It was just like this magical place, 
in the moment it was terrible for Chris and Pam, 
their hearts broke, of course, but at the same 
time it couldn’t have happened in a better spot, 
if your dog died and you just had to go to work 
the next day? That happened, and they just had 
this massive support system crew of friends and 
we just sat around the fire telling Karl Macallum 
Stories. RIP KARL.

AU: Skate scene in Vancouver, what you think 
of that?
CM: It’s good, we have more ladies skating 
now, which is fucking awesome. You go to the 
park sometimes and there’s more chicks than 
dudes, and I get stoked on that. It’s like that 
new skater energy that you don’t have a lot of 
anymore, ‘cause there’s so few kids that skate, not 
to compare these girl skaters to kids, but they 
have the same energy like, this is new and this is 
awesome, and you get fired up of their energy. 
They’re stoked to skate, you can go skate with 
dudes who have been skating for ever, sometimes 
it’s just not motivating, then you see these gals 
pushing themselves, drop in, drop in, drop in, 
you can just tell they’re so stoked, it gets you 
stoked. The scene’s good, can be a little clique-y 
sometimes, but for the most part everyone’s 
homies with each other.

www.sbcrestaurant.ca/
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Influence Board Shop
Interview by AU Editorial 

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking to 
and what are you all about?
Steven Munro: My name is Steven Munro and I 
am the co-owner of Victoria’s only indoor skate 
park and music venue. We also boast having the 
largest selection of skateboard gear in the city.

AU: Tell us about your business Influence 
Board Shop, how/when did you start? 
SM: Influence is not just a business we started, it’s 
a conduit we use to connect us to all the different 
lifestyles that exist in skateboarding.

You know we are going to have something for 
you, no matter if you are the grom getting her 
first set up, or the fifty year old punker who is still 
shredding, to the hip hop graffiti artist looking for 
a place to spray a new mural.

AU: Did you have any previous experience 
running a skate shop? How long have you 
been skateboarding?

SM: The only real job I have ever had has been 
running skate shops and brands. As for how long 
I’ve been skating, let’s just say it’s been the vast 
majority of my life. I remember back in the day 
people would ask, oh you skate? So what! When 
the cops would twist your arm behind your back 
and smash you against the wall just because you 
ride a board. Screw you, pigs.

AU: What draws you to skateboarding as a 
business and as an art form? 
SM: Well I stopped going to school at a young age 
to try and become a professional skateboarder. 
That was a venture that left me with a body full of 
broken bones and no money or skills to speak of. 
So, like most other washed up athletes, I started 
passing on my skills to the next generation and 
found that I did have skills that related to the 
retail skateboard industry. The choice to dedicate 
my focus and passion into a skate shop just was 
the only real choice left for me.

I don’t know if skateboarding is an art form, it’s 
more just something you do.

I mean like what else am I going to do ? Go to 
college? So I can live a life I hate? Working every 
day to appease some boss who hates his job 
just as much as I do? Doesn’t work for me, I’ll just 
skate.

AU: What sorts of products do you sell at 
Influence Board Shop?
SM: The good stuff. Come in and see. We will get 
your wheelie board set up proper.

AU: When did the shop open?
SM: We took over this location this year and very 
quickly changed the vibe, look and style . With 
a renovation including a stage to accommodate 
throwing all-ages punk and rock shows and a 
second skate park to keep up with the growing 
demand for skate culture of Victoria.

AU: What makes your Board Shop unique?
SM: Well other than the obvious that we have an 
indoor skate ramp, that’s sick by the way, we also 
support local bands with a venue to rock out, 

mosh and skate at the same time. 
But that’s not all! We collaborate 
with people trying to start brands 
by giving them a place to sell their 
gear, clothing and accessories. As of now, we have 
six local brands in the store and growing.

AU: Tell us about the half pipe you have in the 
back of the shop.
SM: Ok yeah, you want to know more about the 

ramp. It’s like this... Drop in on the four foot wall 
then rip over the roller full speed, hit the six foot 
extension, blast a hard turn right into the spine 
with a transfer or grind (your choice), then slash 
that coping on the other side, then send your best 
wall ride on the 11 foot extension. That’s pretty 
much it. So ge off your ass and COME GET SOME.

AU: Will you be putting on live music gigs at 
the shop?
SM: Hell yeah! We already are throwing shows. We 
have done two shows so far and are booked up 
for months to come.

We have had some amazing local punk bands 
play. I’m not going to name drop but they are 
kind of a big deal.

AU: What inspires you and influences you? 
Have you learned any valuable lessons over 
the course of running this business? 
SM: What is inspiring to me is, well, flat out 
skateboarding. It gives me the same stoke to see 
the hot shot tuff guy slapjacking a sick backside 
air as watching someone dropping in a ramp for 
the first time.

I 

have learned a lot over the years and I 
keep learning, but the lesson I’d like to 
share with you is something I learned from 
skateboarding: 

The key to success in your life is unfaltering 
dedication to your goals. Live life your way 

and don’t let anyone tell you you’re wrong.

AU: What are your hopes for the future of the 
business, do you have any long term goals? 
SM: We will be growing as a cultural hub for 
music, skateboarding and local brands.

Moving forward, we will be looking into opening 
a music venue in Victoria with an indoor ramp, so 
we can really focus on supporting the bands, the 
skaters, the slam dancers and the lurkers. So if you 
want to see Victoria get a new venue, support the 
shop and support the shows. We will not let you 
down! Skateboarding and punk rock is what we 
are on earth to pontificate.

AU: What else should we know about Influence 
Board Shop that we don’t already?
SM: We are open to collaborate with you! If you 
have a plan or an idea that we can help with, it 
doesn’t matter who you are: an artist, a rapper, a 
punker, a skater... let’s work together to realize our 
potential!

AU: Final words for our readers?
SM: Live by the board, Die by the board. 

influenceskateshop.blogspot.com/

Home of the Notorious P.I.G.

PROUDLY SERVING YOU 
PIZZA WITH ATTITUDE 

SINCE 1999

250.652.8444
10-7816 E. Saanich Rd. 

www.penpizza.com

business profile
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www.yycmusicawards.com

SUBMISSIONS 
NOW OPEN

Submission deadline is June 4, 2019

CALGARY’S PREMIERE MUSIC EVENT
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Omnipotence
Interview by AU Editorial 
Absolute Underground: Who are we 
talking to and what are you most 
infamous for?
T. King: T. King, drummer and one of the vocalists 
in Omnipotence. I wouldn’t say I am infamous, 
we all have played or still play in several other 
projects, but we like to try and keep them as 

separate entities. 
If people make the 
connections on their 
own, that’s great but 
this band is a beast 
in itself.

AU: Tell us about 
yourselves. What 
brought you all 
together for this 
project?
TK: We are a group 
of musicians that, 
in the beginning, 
shared a communal 
rehearsal space and eventually 
we had a collective vision, to 
create a band that pays respect 
to common influences that are 
no longer active such as Dawn 
and Dissection, primarily 90s 
Swedish Black Death metal. 

Something that is 
in that realm and at 
the same time not 
absent of originality.

AU: Your debut 
album was just 
released in 
December. What’s 
the reception been 
like?
TK: The response 
to the album has 
far exceeded our 
expectations. And 
working with Iron 

Bonehead for our debut record definitely pushed 
things in a very positive direction.

AU: What’s it about?

TK: The album is about 
being on the precipice 
of dimensions. The 
transition between 
cognitive flesh and 
blood to formless 
energy, the death of 
the self and ego. The 
dark energy that we 
are submerged into in 
life and death, to put it 
simply.

AU: What should we 
expect when we listen 
to it?

TK: Expect an old school blackened death metal 
album. If you are fans of early Lord Belial and 

bands of that nature, this is an album that has 
relentless aggressive riffs with a healthy balance 
of melodic elements without compromising the 
viciousness of the genre.

AU: Where can we follow you for news and 
releases?
TK: Follow us on our Facebook page, along with 
our label, Iron Bonehead Productions,for news, 
merch, and releases.

AU: Famous last words?
TK: Delve into the subconscious abyss, relentless 
manifestations of death beyond the boundaries 
of being... 

https://omnipotence.bandcamp.com
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Raising the Bard with
Songs for the Dead
An Interview with Andrea Fort & Michael Heron
By Ed Sum

Andrea Fort 
and Michael 
Christopher 
Heron are the 
writing team 
behind Vault 
Comic’s Songs 
for the Dead. 
This series is 
still ongoing 
and it came to 
my attention 
when I saw 
it turned a 
lot of the 
conceptions 
concerning 
Necromancers 
upside 
down! This 
character class 
is not from 

Dungeons and Dragons, as we normally know 
it and the protagonist, Bethany, is a bright-eyed 
young girl whose desire for adventure keeps her 
going. Her music, though, is able to bring the 
dead back to life!

The consequences are worth noting. She is a 
pied piper, and the zombie critters that keep 
her company is amusing. Along the way, the 
supernatural encounters she faces are worse, 

and what she does 
to answer them 
made me interested 
enough to continue 
reading. If George 
Romero was asked 
to define a Disney 
Princess, that’s her! 
At the same time, 
the familiar fantasy 
setting is welcomed.

“It was really 
important to us to 
have this story live 
in the fantasy worlds 
that we know and 
love while subverting 
the tropes,” said Fort 
and Heron.

These creators love 
cinema—ranging 
from Ingmar 

Bergman to Buffy the Vampire Slayer to Harry 
Potter—and in what they have crafted shows. 
There’s more Legend of Korra-style nuances in 
this book, to which Ford admits she’s a huge 
fan of and it’s terrific. They wanted a book that’s 
accessible to everyone, and it works.

The two creators put in a lot of themselves and 
their interests into the work. The two are avid 
role-playing gamers, though how they met was 
not while gaming. “[It was] through online dating, 
as most anti-social squirrelly millennials did,” 
laughed Fort.

The two clicked instantly and together have a 
love for storytelling in the comic book medium.  
Ultimately, the narrative is of their fictional 
daughter coming of age. The idea for this series 
arrived one day when Ford’s companion said, 
“’You know I’ve been thinking a lot about how 
necromancers are always these really scary old 
dudes in these cloaks.’ And being a woman who 
likes strong complex female characters, we 
realized crafting a story that was really female 
forward was important.”

Whether this detail came from him looking over 
his vintage playing card collection and tarot (to 
which Death is famously depicted) or out of the 
blue, the two knew this idea had to be further 
developed. The first few issues of this comic 
book were self-published and, very quickly, Vault 
Comics came knocking at their door. These two 
creators said being discovered was a boon. Fort 
said this company is wonderful for taking them 
on and they can continue telling more stories. 

The second series, “The Necromancer’s Map,” is 
coming out this summer and the two believes it 
will be a great jumping-in point for new readers. 

This next arc will see Bethany more as a bard. 
Much like the Dungeons and Dragons character 
class, this role needs to be explored. Bethany is a 
minstrel first and a hellraiser second. “What better 
representation of a hero is there than somebody 
who can rally people with their hope and their 
optimism?” said Ford.

songsforthedead.com/

comic-geddon
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Canadian Made Organic Streetwear

Manufactured on Vancouver Island, BC
Made from 100% Bamboo, Hemp & Organic Cotton

demondoll.ca

“Brilliant, Bold and Badass.
being a black sheep has never looked better.”

Heart Attack Kids
Interview by AU Editorial 

Absolute Underground: Who are we talking to 
and what are you most infamous for? 
Jared Ellul: Hi my name is Jared Ellul and I am the 
vocalist and guitarist for Heart Attack Kids. 

I’d say the band is most infamous for people 
thinking there are more band members than 
there actually are. Many people listen to our 
music and then come out to a show and are 
surprised we’re a duo. 

AU: Give us a brief history of the band, who are 
you and what are you all about? 

JE: Heart Attack Kids consists 
of myself and Nathan Stock, 
who plays drums. We have 
been a band since 2013 and 
have always resided in London, 
Ontario. Heart Attack Kids 
started right after a high school 
band we played in together 
broke up. We played a few 
house shows and a few months 
into the project we went into 
the studio Sugar Shack with 
Simon Larochette. In 2016 
our first record, No Future, was 
released with Underground 
Operations. We are now working with New 
Damage records and couldn’t be more stoked! 
We’ve always striven to make music we were 

stoked on and really want to bring the party to 
any room we are playing in. Energy is a big thing 
for us, Nate and I give it 1000% for each show and 
I think people can feel that.  

AU: You’re putting out your sophomore album, 
correct? Tell us about it! What can we expect 
to hear? 
JE: This is our sophomore full-length record, yes! 

Titled Bad Luck Like Gold, the record was made 
at Vespa Music Group with Liam Cormier of the 
Cancer Bats in the producer chair and Eric Ratz as 
the engineer. We set out to make a high-energy, 
huge-sounding, dirty rock and roll record and 
that’s exactly what came out in the studio. 

AU: Does the new album explore any particular 
themes or topics? 
JE: All our songs on this record relate to feelings or 
experiences the band has had. The title track, “Bad 
Luck Like Gold,” relates back to our van breaking 
down on our first USA tour and having to end the 
tour early. A few of the songs, such as “Modern 
Decay” have the theme of growing older and the 
feeling of our bodies starting to fall apart. 

AU: You’re 
heading out this 
spring on tour 
to support the 
album, where 
are you going 
and are there 
any cities you’re 
particularly 
looking forward 
to playing? 
JE: Yes we are! 
The tour starts 
on April 5th in 
Peterborough 
at Simcoe. We 
don’t like to pick 
favourites when it 
comes to cities, but 

Montreal is always a party. We are super stoked to 
be ending this first tour in Toronto at the Danforth 
Music Hall with Pup, who we’ve been fans of since 
Heart Attack Kids started as a band. 

AU: What does life on the road look like with 
Heart Attack Kids? Do you have an essential 
tour survival kit? 
JE: Life on the road for Heart Attack Kids is always 
interesting. We love getting to play shows in new 
cities. We’ve met a lot of great people along the 
way. Our days usually consist of driving a long 
time. Nathan does most of the driving (like a pro)  
whereas I send emails and work on our business 
side on the go. Then hitting up the city a little 
earlier to check out record stores, guitar shops, 
local breweries and coffee shops until load in. 
Evening comes along and it’s rock and roll time! 

Our survival kit most consists of Tim Hortons 
coffee, face wipes and CAA, since both Nate and 
I are pretty sure all of our vans have been out to 
get us. 

AU: What else does 2019 have in store for you 
as a band? Any other exciting projects you can 
tell us about? 
JE: We are currently making more and more plans 
for this year right now! I can definitely say that we 
will be going back to the east coast of the USA 
and Canada later this year, so watch out for those 
announcements! 

AU: What should we know about you that we 
don’t already?
JE: Keep watching our socials for all the tour 
updates, because we will probably be coming 
to a town near you to turn it upside down with 
rock and roll. We are planning world domination 
tourwise for 2019 into 2020, so watch out!

AU: Any final words for our readers? 
JE: We look forward to seeing everyone at the 
shows and hope everyone enjoys the new record 
Bad Luck Like Gold, out April 19th with New 
Damage Records! 

heartattackkids519.bandcamp.com/
@heartattackkids
facebook.com/heartattackkids/
PHOTO SOURCE: New Damage Records
Photo credit Alex Lam
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A Eulogy To 
Zippy Pinhead 
By Duane Nickull
I am really not sure how to start, or express what 
I feel.  On March 14, 2019, when I rose out of 
bed, the world was not as beautiful a place as it 
was for all my days before. Zippy Pinhead (a.k.a. 
William Chobotar), had passed away the night 
before alone in his apartment from an apparent 
heart attack. Ira Hunter has asked me, as a 
bandmate and friend, to write a piece on him for 
Absolute Underground. It has turned out to be one 
of the hardest things I have ever done in my life.

Before delving into all things Pinhead-ish, it feels 
I have been writing far too many of these tributes 
lately, for Randy Rampage, Jesus Krysler, Brent 
Johnson, and others, all of them my bandmates 
and close friends who have passed in the last 20 
months. Being in a band is like being married to 
multiple people. Many break up within years for 
various reasons. When you find the right guys 
at the right time with the right attitudes, it’s like 
falling in love for the first time (minus the sex bits, 
of course). I’ve been lucky enough to have spent 
my last 13 years playing in three main bands – 
Rampage (with Brent Johnson RIP and Randy 
Rampage RIP, Pinto Stiletto and Jan Rodgerson), 
22nd Century (with Zippy RIP, Tim Plommer and 
Jesus Krysler RIP) and most recently The Sacked. 
The latter three piece was Zippy’s main project 
for the last two years along with Danny Nargang 
(lead singer – Kickaxe) and myself.  Zippy had 
been a member of all three bands.

If I had to describe Zippy in one sentence, I would 
use the words of his lifelong friend Ross D’Boss.  
“Zippy was like a great big Saint Bernard puppy 
going through life wagging his tail and sniffing 
everyone.”  He was always 
open, happy, friendly, willing 
to engage with anyone at 
anytime. Like myself, he found 
humour in almost everything 
in his life. 

Aside from being a bonafide 
“rock star” (a term he used un-
shamefully to describe himself 
to others while producing a 
large grin on his face), Zippy 
was a devoted family man.  He 
always spoke well of and had 
a deep love for his wife Kathy, 
who has been in my mind a lot 
recently. He appreciated ALL of 
his many friends and fans and 
there was no challenge to great 
for him to make someone else’s day brighter and 
put a smile on their face. Zippy always became 
the main source of entertainment wherever 
he was, something he never intended but just 
naturally happened. I watched time again as 
everyone around him was instantly comfortable 
and feeling as if they were talking to their oldest 
and dearest friend. He was never shy about being 
the first person on a dance floor (sometimes 
alone) or to pull me up on stage to sing an 
alcohol-induced rendition of Carol Burnette’s 
“I’m so glad we had this time together..” iconic 
show closer after our last encore.  It was often 
out of tune, out of key and slightly out of synch 
but always drew a standing ovation, especially 
when he did the ear-lobe pinch. The venues we 
performed at seemed to enjoy the way he was 
able to place everyone into a good mood at 
closing time.

I first met him around 1983 when he was a 
member of The Sick Ones, a band comprising 
Brand Kent (RIP) and my then-friends Randy 
Rampage (RIP) and Benny Doro. It was not until 
I came across him again around 2007 that he 
joined 22nd Century and we began playing 
music together. We quickly became close friends 
and travelled to and from band practices and gigs 
together. We went to hockey games together and 
to see other bands play. He was just one of those 
especial people.

All my bandmates and I learned a lot from Zippy, 
especially about how he approached life. He 
always thought like Buddha. Around 2011, we 
were on tour in New York and a boat cruise had 
been organized for people attending the event 
to have a meet and greet with the band. On way 
to the boat cruise, we encountered unusually 
heavy traffic on the JFK parkway, causing me to 

fume and simmer inside. We were destined to be 
late for our own event (panic sets in). Just as I was 
about to share the negative thoughts in my head, 
I heard Zippy’s voice bellow from the back of the 
limo – “Isn’t this AWESOME! We’re in New York! 
We’re so lucky.”  At that moment every negative 
thought vanished to be replaced with the Monty 
Python, “Always Look on the Bright Side of Life” 
song. Zippy had that effect on everyone.

I co-wrote and recorded a 22nd Century’s 2011 
Where’s Howie?! album with Zippy and Tim 
Plommer at Mushroom studios with legendary 
producer John Webster. John is a seasoned 
professional and has worked with the Scorpions, 
Bon Jovi, Aerosmith, Metallica, Cher, The Cult and 
many others. He seldom praised any drummers. 
The best compliment I would often elicit from 
him was my own performance was, “slightly less 
than retarded,” a top-shelf compliment from 
John. After two days in the studio with Zippy, 
he turned to me and said he was impressed 
by Zippy’s playing. I had never heard more 
complimentary words from his mouth. The two 
really bonded. Zippy had a way of working his 
way into everyones’ heart.

Zippy spent his early days playing in every single 
band he could. He filled in with anyone from DOA 
to The Dils, The Avengers to Los Popularos. Every 
month, I would still be finding out he played for 
yet another band (Art Bergman, Rampage et al). 
He was an enormously talented drummer. While 
playing bass for 22nd Century, I became so used 
to his drumming style that I could often tell what 
signals or fills he would do before he actually did 
them. We were just in synch musically as we were 
in real life.

One of the funniest times I can remember with 
Zippy was when we had just finished a marathon 
practice for The Sacked. We were at my house 
(all three of us) along with my soulmate Keka. 
There was a large knight’s helmet in our house 
and after a few drinks of scotch, Danny, myself 
and Zippy all started taking turns wearing it and 
taking photos.  When Keka came into the room, 
Zippy proudly pulled out his phone and showed 
her a photo without giving it much thought. He 
proudly stated, “Look – this is me in the helmet,” 
to which Keka responded very politely, “no Zippy, 
that is Danny”.  Zippy was cavorting in full-on 
happy mode and seemed to not care too much 
about this minor detail while Danny and I could 
not help but burst into maniacal laughter. There 
is not another person who could have done 
anything else to make us laugh as hard as our 
beloved Pinhead did on a daily basis.

There is not a single person I have met who did 
not like him.  Zippy will be greatly missed by far 
too many people to ever begin listing. He has 
played with more musicians than anyone else I 
can think of and leaves behind him a large hole 
where something beautiful used to fill a part of 
our world.  Zippy Pinhead – RIP brother!

PHOTO CREDIT: Bev Davies
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